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Part I -- Introduction 

Part I -- Introduction 

The ~ s,.,,J™ system provides the tools necessary to fully exploit the 
superb resolution offered by the Epson printer. The system is embodied by three 
separate programs, the main one being the printing program (Pfont). The other two 
programs allow editing of existing fonts (Efont) and creation of new fonts from a master. 
character table (Cfont). 

The printing program provides many features normally found in word processors. 
However, ~ A..J is not a general purpose word processor, and instead, it 
should be ·viewed as a very sophisticated printing system combined with moderately 
sophisticated text formatting capabilties. No personal computer word processor 
exists today that can fully exploit the capabilities of ~ s,.,,J_ But, such 
word processors are available on larger machines and will eventually be available on 
personal computers. Until then, ~ !#..J provides the ability to achieve high 
quality print and a high degree of format flexibility for medium-sized documents. 

Pfont achieves high printing quality by passing the print head over each character 
many times -- six times for standard characters, more for tall characters -- moving 
the paper as little as a 216'h of an inch between each pass. Faster, rough 
draft modes are obtained by using fewer passes. 

I.1 WHAT TO READ 

The remainder of the manual is composed of three parts, describing Pfont (part P), 
Sfont (part E) and Cfont (part C). If you are only interested in printing with the 
distributed fonts then only ·part P needs to be read. Parts E and C should be read by 
those desiring to edit or create fonts. Part E.,. also contains interesting information on 
the detailed printing method and vertical line spacing limitations. This latter 
information will be critical to anyone trying to modify a word processor for use with 
~ ~. but should not be necessary for casual users of Efont. 

There are numerous useful appendices. The glossary defines terms that may be 
foreign to casual computer users and also defines terms specific to the world of 
typesetting and character design. The last appendix (A9) gives a summary of the 
commands and parameters accepted by all three programs of ~ A..J and can be 
consulted during reading of the manual to get a better feeling for the whole of the 
system structure. The ~ ~ package comes with a predefined terminal and 
printer profile. If your terminal uses non-standard backspace codes or has a 
non-standard screen size, or if you have an MXl00 printer, then appendix 5 should be 
consulted for directions on profile reconfiguration. 

I.2 PROGRAM INTERACTION 

The three. programs in ~ Ji,,,,J perform different functions and, of 
necessity, have slightly different user interfaces. Pfont asks the user to specify 
some parameters and then it prints for an extended period of time. In computer 
science terms we would say it has a declarative nature. Efont and Cfont have more 
of an interactive command interface and thus have a more procedural nature. The 
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Part I -- Int.reduction 

major difference then is that Pfont allows specification of its parameters either 
on the Cl:' /M command line or interactively, whereas Efont and Cfont are only 
interactive and have no command line parameters. All of the programs provide 
online help, but Pfont in particular provides extensive help (on demand) and has 
very robust error recovery mechanisms. 

I.3 FONT TERMS -- SIZE, STYLE, FACE 

A number of data files are included along with the ~ ~ programs and 
most of these are font sets. A font set is generally a collection of characters of 
like style and size. The sizes of the characteres are given in printer>s points (a 
point is a 7?:1d of an inch). For comparison, normal typewriter size is 
generally 10 to 12 points (unrelated to 10 and 12 pitch typewriter mechanisms). Two 
common font styles are Roman and Sans Serif and appendix 2 presents a variety of 
other font styles. Also, different faces may be defined for a style, such as italic 
or bold. The glossary contains more detailed definitions of these terms but this 
short introduction should suffice for reading ~f subsequent parts of the manual. 
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Part P -- Printing with FonLs 

Part P -- Printing with Fonts 

As menLioned in the introduction, Pfont is the primarJ program in the ~ ~ 
trio of programs. The basic function of Pfont is Lo format and print text, either from 
a file on disk or int.eractivelJ from the keyboard, on an Epson print.er. A text file can 
be printed by typing 

A>Pforit text.ff.> 

The underlined characters are typed by the user, 1A>1 is the CP/M promp', and 
1.>1 represents the carriage return key (Pfont may be executed from any drivel In 
this case •text.ff' is the name of the file Lo be printed. ExecuLing Pfont in this way 
viii cause the contents of •text.fr Lo be printed using the built-in settings for 
unspecified parameters such as line spacing, line vidth, font sise and style, etc. 
These settings can easily be changed. For example, 

will cause the file Lo be printed as before but with a half inch of space between each 
line of text. In general, many different parameters can be specified on the command line. 
Alternatively, parameters may be specified int.eract,iYely Lo take advantage of the 
extensive online help vi thin Pfont To specify parameters int.eraotiYely~ simply execute 
Pfont without any command line arguments, e.g. 

A>Pfont.> 

Parameters can then be specified in response Lo the Pfont prompt, which is composed 
of tvo angle brackets. For example, 

A>Pfont.> 
>> text.ff +sp Al 
>> i 

1s equivalent Lo the previous example where the interline spacing was set Lo a half 
inch. The extra carriage return ends the · interaction and t.ells Pfont Lo begin 
printing. 

The user can intermix specification of parameters on the command line and interactive 
specification and help can be obt.ained about the paramet.ers at any time. 

This completes Ute introduction Lo the Pfont printing parameters. The other aspect, 
of Pfont Lo be explained is the types of special commands that can appear in Ille 
test file. That is, different words on a line of text can be printed in different, 
fonts, words can be underlined, and lines can be centered or flushed against the right, 
margin. These actions and others are accomplished by placing commands in the t.ext 
file at the location where the action is desired. All commands are of the form: 
backslash (\) followed by a single letter. For example '_.\uquality -software\u._• 
appearing in the text file would cause the words •quality' and 'sofLware• Lo be 
underlined, as in quality software. The 1\u1 command is called an underlining 
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•1;ogg1e11; i.e., it turns underlining on if it was off and off · if it was on. The most 
commonly used command is probably the '\f' or "change font• command. The '\f' is 
followed by a single digit specifying which font number to change to. Thus, 
' ... \f2Fancy Font\fO .. ! would cause 'Fancy' and 'Font' to be prinLed in font number 
2, as in ~ ~. and the remainder of the t.ext to be printed in font zero; the 
correspondence between font numbers and the actual font is specified by the Pfont '+fo' 
paramet.er and can be changed with each printing of the t.ext file if desired. (In the 
case above font 2 was mapped Lo the font FF12.fon). The 1+fo1 parameter is described 
in detail in section P.3 and the complete list of allowable in-text commands is 
described in the following section. 

How to Read About Pfont . 

This introduction provides you with the basic ideas behind Pfont -- the capability t,o 
select and specify prinLing parameters and the embedded in-text commands Lo control the 
appearance of sections of text. 

The remaining sections of part P detail the in-text commands, the ~odes of interaction 
with Pfont, and the parameters. They also provide additional information on controlling 
printing and on understanding and recovering from errors. 

All commands and paramet.ers are described in a consist.ent format to aid underst.anding 
and to provide convenient reference. 

0 P.1 THE TEXT FILE 

The most common use of Pfont is to print a file containing t.ext. The t.ext file can be 
created with any standard CP /M text editor or with most word processing software. The 
use of Pfont was introduced in the previous sections and is described in detail in 
sections P.2 and P.3. 

There is a collection of in-text (embedded) commands which indicate appearance and 
formatting characteristics of portions of the text to be printed. Each of the commands 
is preceded by a command indicator to distinguish it from normal t.ext. The built-in 
command indicator is the backslash character (\), howeYer if this is inconvenient for a 
parLicular file, you can use the Command Indicator (CI) parameter (see section P.3) Lo 
specify a different command indicator for the entire text file. The command indicator 
is followed by 1 or a few characters to specify the details of the requesLed appearance. 
The characters following the command indicator may be either upper or lower case. 

Thus all embedded commands follow the format: 

<Command Indicator><Command Character><Value> 

~i.~,~~~ 
; ~-

I 
l 

For example, • 

0 \f5 
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Pari P - Print.ing wiih Fonw 

indi~ates that remamang text is to be printed using font 5. The '\' is the 
<Command Indicator>, •r is the <:Command Character> and 5 is the <Value>. 

There can be no spaoes within the embedded command (see example above). Some 
commands require a multi-digit <Value>. For example, vertical motion \ ,0072 ad,ances 
Lhe paper 1 inch. In such specifications exactly Lhe right number of digit.s must be 
specified (in Lhe \ Y example, 4 digit.s i The distance is measured in point.s or dot.s -
not in inches. For ,erLical motion, Lhere are 72 point.s k> an inoh, Lhus 0072 specifies 
one inch. For bori1ontal motion, Lhere are 120 d* per inoh, · thus 0240 specifies 2 
inches. This somewha~ cryptic method has been used so LhaL addiUonal features can be 
made a,ailable without sacrificing printing speed. The desoripLion of each command which 
requires a mulw-digiL <Value> indicates Lhe exact requirements and meaning of the 
<Value>. 

The embedded commands are described in Lhe following pages. Bach command is 
described in terms of i'8 purpose, i'8 syntax (as in the example abo,el how lo U88 Uae 
command (usagel and aL -leas\ one example of use. Additionally, the possible yaJues and 
errors are deLailed. F"mally, a •L of noLes and suggest.ions for use are included. 
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Part P -- Printing with Fonts 

\a -- Absolute Hori1oatal Motion Absolute Hori1ontal Motion -- \a 

Move the prinL head to the specified distance (in 1/120 inches) from the left margin. 

Usage: 
The next character printed will appear at exactly the specified disw.nce from the left 
margin. 

Values: <integer between 0000 and 0959> 
The value must be exactly 4 digits long (e.g. 0000, 1122). The value indioat.es a precise 
location, measured in dots (1/120 inch) from the left margin. The next character 
printed will appear at exactly the specified location. The value must be a positive 
integer, but may specify backwards motion if it is less than the current print head 
posmon. The maximum value is 1631 for MX100 printers (13.6 inches) and 0959 for 
MX80 printers (8 inches). 

Esamples: St.art \a03601eft margin + 3 inches~ , 
Produces: Start left margin + 3 inches; 

Errors: 
If the 4 characters following the \a command are not all digits, or if the digits 
represent a number larger than the line width, then an error message is displayed and 
the command is ignored. 

Noles: 
1. Use of this command can reult in overprinting. 
2. This works with only approximate accuracy for Epson font printing (see EP parameteiJ 

Su99estions: 
Since tab st.ops are set globally for the entire text file (TB parameter), it is 
convenient to use the \a command to specify a variety of different tabs. Remember that 
\a is relative t.o the left margin (LM parameter l The \a location will change if the 
file is reprinted with a different left margin. 
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Part P -- Printing with Fonts 

\b -- Break (temporary DO justify) Break (temporary DO ju1&ify) -- \b 

Signify a line that is not to be right-justified. 

'"' \b 

U.sage: 
Place the \b command anywhere in your · text. file. The print. line in which the \b is 
placed will not. be justified. The \b can appear anywhere in the line. See the \j and 
\k commands. 

Values: 
none 

Esamples: \jThis line is not. justified, notice t.he right. margin.\b 
Produces: This line is not. justified, not.ice the right. margin. 

ErrorJ: 
none 

Noles: 
none 

Suggestions: 
Use \b to mark the end of a paragraph so that. t.he last. line will not. be justified. \b 
can· also be used to select.ively t.urn off just.ificat.ion for special lines of text. such as 
examples and nest.eel paragraphs. If you not.ice that. a printed line has very large gaps in 
it., you probably should have a \b at. the end of t.hat. line. 
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Part P -- Printing with Font.s 

\e -- Center Center -- \e 

Adjust text so that it is centered on the print line. 

Usage: 
The \c embedded command specifies t.ext to be centered and the region of the line in 
which it is to be centered. Any text following the \c command up to the first tab (\t 
or \a), right alignment command (\r) or end of line, will be centered. If the end of 
line or the right alignment command are encountered, the text will be centered over the 
entire line (i.e. from the left margin for the width of the line - see LM and LW 
parameters). If a tab (\t or \a) is encountered, the centering region will start at 
the position of the \c command and end at the horizontal position that the tab 
specifies. 

Values: 
none 

Ezamp/es: \cCentered Title 
Produces: Centered Title 

\a0240\ccent.ered between tabs\a0480\ccolumn 2\a0720 
Produces: 

Produces: 

centered between Labs column 2 
Left \cCentered\r Right 
Left Centered Right 

In ,he first enmple the centered text i1 ended by a ). (end of line). Thu, it, i1 cent.ered 
over the entire line width (offset. by the left, margin). The aecond example 1how1 two centered 
strings, one between 2 a.nd 4 inches, the other between 4 a.nd 6 inchea. If the final absolute tab 
(\a.0720) were not specified, 'column 2' would be centered over the entire line (ca.u,ing 
overprinting). The final example divides the line into 8 aections: left, centered and right aligned. 
The centered text is centered over the en,ire line since it, ia ended by a right, align command (\r ). 

Errors: 
A center command can not be specified within another center command; an error message 
will be displayed and the second center command will be ignored. If the length of the 
text to be centered exceeds the region in which the text is to be centered, the region 
is adjusted to be the length of the text without an error message being displayed. 

Notes: 
Centering can result in overprinting. 

Suggestions.· 
Use in conjunction with HL and FL parameters to create centered header and footer lines. 
Use a combination of tabs, absolute tabs and center commands to create labelled tables . 
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Part P -- Printing with Fonts 

\d -- Aaeii Character A8cii Character ...,_ \d · 

Specify an ASCII character by i'8 decimal equiYalenl 

\d<integer between 000 and 127> 

Us119•: 
The \d command llill be replaced by a single character which is the ASCII equiyalent of 
the. indica~ decimal number. See appendix A8 for a table of decimal-ASCII equi,alents. 

Valu•s: <in'8ger between 000 and 127> 
The value must be exaoUy .a digits long (e.g. 000, 122). The Yalue indicates an ASCII 
character by its decimal equivalenl Thus lhe value must be between O and 127. 

Esampl8s: The A charac\er is: \d065. 
Produces: The A character is: A. 

Errors: 
If the 3 characters following the \d command are not all digits, or if the digits 
represent a number larger than 127, then an error message is displayed and the command 
and next 3 characters are ignored. 

Nol8S: 
none 

Sugg,slions: 
Use \d to include charaot.ers (such as control charaot.ers) in a Lexi file that are 
otherwise difficult to enter using your text editor or on the command line. 
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Part P -- Printing with Fonts 

\f -- Font Selection Font Seleetion -- \f 

Specify the font to be used for all printing until the next \f command. 

Usage: 
Place the \f command anywhere in your text file. All subsequent text until the 
next \f will be printed in the font represented by the integer between 0 and 9. 

Values: - <integer between 0 and 9> 
For ~ ~ printing, the integer between 0 and 9 corresponds to a font 
specified using the +FO parameter. Font 0 is the first font specified by +FO, font 1 the 
second, etc. Pfont initially uses font 0 until changed by a \f command. 

For printing using Epson fonts (i.e. +EP parameter), the font numbers select from a 
different set of fonts. The correspondence of numbers to Epson font.a is: (this 
correspondence can not be changed) 

Font Number 

0 
1 
2 
3 
4 
6 
6 
7 
8 
g 

Epson Font 

Normal 
ComprellOCI 
Bxpandecl 
Comprelled/B:rpanclecl 
Normal lt.alica 
Compre11ecl lt.alica 
8:rpanclecl l\&lic1 
Compreuecl/8:rp&nclecl lt.alica 
Normal 8mpha1i1ecl 
Bxpanclecl Bmpbuiaocl 

Esample.s:(using Pfont parameters: +FO Romn12 Romnb12) 
\f0This is \fl wonderful weather\f0. 

Produces: This is wonderful weather. 
Where \fO refer, \o Romn12 &ncl \fl refer■ \o Romnb12. 

Errors: 
The integer following \f must be between 0 and 9 and must correspond to a font 
specified with the + FO parameter (if not using Epson font.a). If there is no 
correspondence, a message will be displayed and no font change will t.ake place. Most 
fonts define a similar set of characters (alphabet, numbers, punctuaLion, etc.). If you 
select a · character for printing that is not defined in the current font, that character 
will not be printed (see Appendix A2). An error message is not displayed in this event 

Notes: 
1. When you change font.s, you change the definition of all characters including 
spaces. Thus, the width of a space may vary depending on the current font. For 
example, 

\f0This is\f1 a test.\f0 

may be spaced differently than: 
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Part P -- Printing with Fonts 

\fOTbis is \f1a test \fO 

2. The amount of vertical space occupied by a printed line depends upon the Lallest and 
deepest fonts used on the line. Pfont attempts to mainLain uniform spacing between 
lines, but can not always do so (see section E.2i When this is not possible, a message 
indicating the number of extra points is displayed. The number of points indicates 
the extra white space between lines (1 point is 1/72 inch). 

3. The· height of a blank line is determined by the current font As in note 1, 
the placement of the \f command determines the spacing. See \ Y for finer control of 
vertical white space. 

4. Epson Fonts and ~ """8 can not be used wUhin the same document. 

Su99,.slions: 
Use \f commands throughout text to print with multiple fonts for emphasis, super and 
sub-scripting, section headings, etc. 
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ParL P -- PrinLing wiLh Font.s 

\h -- Hori1on&al Increment Hori10n&al Inerement -- \h · 

Leave 1 doL horizonLal space (1/120 inchl 

\h 

{/.sage: 
The \h command will be replaced by exacLly 1 dot of horizonLal whit.e space (1/120 
inchl 

Value.s: 
none 

Esample.s: There is a barely perceptible g\ha\hp beLween g, a and p. 
Produces: There is a barely perceptible gap between g, a and p. 

Errors: 
none 

Notes: 
This does not work for Epson font printing (see EP) due to lack of horizonLal resolution. 

Suggestions: 
If you wish to squeeze slightly more charact.ers on a line but do not. want Lo adjust the 
line width, you may replace a space charact.er with a sequence of \h's Lo reduce the 
size of the space charact.er. Otherwise, this command can be used by programmers to 0 _ produce justified lines without using the \j command. See also \i command. 

0 
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Part P - Printing with Fonts 

\i -- RelatiYe Borisontal Motion RelatiYe Boritontal Motion -- \i 

Specify a precise amount of hori10ntal vhi\e space. 

f/ $11§6: - . 

The \i command viii be replaced by the· specified number of dots, thus leaving that 
number divided by 120, inches of horisontal vhi\e space. 

Vab,1s: - <inM,ger between O and 255> 
The value must be exacUy 3 digits long (e.g. 000, 1221 A value of 000 viii lea,e no 
white space, the maximum value of 255 viii leave 255/120 inches (2.125 inches) of vhi\e 
space. 

8 sampl 1s. · There is 1 inch between fs: l\i120I. 
Produces: There is 1 inch between fs: I 
Errors: 
If the 3 charac\ers f olloving · the \i command are not all digits, or if the digits 
represent a number larger than 255, an error message is displayed and the command 
is ignored. 

Not•s: 
This works with only approximate accuracy for Epson font printing (see EP parameteri 

Su991stions: 
If you wish to squeese slightly more characters on a line bu\ do no\ van\ Lo adjust \he 
line width, you may replace a space character with a \i command Lo reduce the sise of 
the space character. Otherwise, Uiis command can be used by programmers to produce 
justified lines. See also \h command. 
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Part P -- Printing with Fonts 

\j -- J us&ifiea&ion On Justifieation On -- \j 

Turn on justification. Each space charact.er in the print.ed line will be expanded so 
that the right edge of the t.ext is even with the right margin. 

\i"' 
Usage: 
Place the \j command anywhere in your t.ext file. All subsequent t.ext (including 
the line in which \j appears) will be justified until turned off by \k, or temporarily 
overridden by \b, \c or \r. 

Values: 
none 

E samples.· \jThis line is jusLified, notice the right margin. 
Produces: This line is justified, notice 

Errors: 
none 

Notes: 
1. Justification is initially off. 

the right margin. 

2. Only spaces following the last Lab or absolute tab in a line are expanded to 
provide justification. 
3. \b, \r (right align) and \c (center) t.emporarily override justification for the 
line on which they appear. Justification will again be in effect on the next print line. 
4. Lines which require spaces wider than 2 inches each for proper justification will not 
be completely justified (justification would not look good in these casesi 
5. Justification does not provide even right margins when printing with Epson fonts (+EP 
parameter). The justification is only approximate for these fonts. 
6. Lines which exceed the maximum line width will not be justified. 
7. There is currently no way to automatically fill paragraphs (i.e., adjust words between 
lines to improve justificationi 

Suggestions: 
Use a combinaLion of \j, \b and \k embedded commands to control justifioation. When 
creating justified t.ext with multiple paragraphs, turn justification on at the beginning 
of the text (\j) and use a . \b at the end of each paragraph. Use the capabilities of 
your t.ext editor to approximate the correct number of characters per line - remember 
that ~ ~ characters are different widths and that the widths of these 
characters are not known to t.ext edit.ors. Determining proper line wid\hs is often an 
experimental procedure. Use the Screen Display (+SD) parameter for assist.ance. 12 
point roman font (Romn12) prinLs wiLh approximately 13 1/2 oharac~rs per inch. Thus, 
use 88 characters per line for a 6 1/2 inch line width (see LW paramet.erl 
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\k -- Jutifieatioa Off 

Tum off just.ificat.ion. 

IC 

U.sag•: 

Part. P - Print.ing wit.h Fon~ 

Jus&iliea&ioa Off -- \k 

Ult tttttcee t1 

\k 

Place Lhe \k command anywhere in your wxL file. No subsequent. wxt. viii be 
just.ified until a \j command. The line in which t.he \k appears will NJI be 
juat.ified. 

Valu•s: 
none 

Bsampl•.s: \j\kThis line is not. justified, not.ice t.he right. margin. 
Produces: This line is not. justified, not.ice the right. margin. 

Errors: 
none 

Notis: 
none 

Sugg•.slions: 
Use a combination of \j, \band \k embedded commands Lo oonvol just.ificat.ion. 
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Part P -- Printing wiLh FonLs 

\p -- Nev Page New Page -- \p 

Begin prinLing on a new page; a footer line (FL, if in use) will be printed on Lhe 
current page. 

Usage: 
The \p command causes Lhe current page Lo be ended (fooLer viii be prin\ed) and Lhe · 
next page Lo be prinLed (sLarLing wiLh Lhe header). Regardless of where Lhe \p appears 
in a line, Lhe enl ire line will appear on Lhe new page. 

Values: 
none 

E samp/ es: \pThis line is on a new page. 

Thi• i, hard M> demoD1\ra'-' on a single pafe. Pion, end, ,he curren, page, nar'8 • new p&ge and 

prin\■: Thia line i, Q!!. !. ~ 2!I!!:. on \he fire, line of ,he new page. 

Errors: 
none 

Noles: 
1. The Process Form Feeds (PF) parameter does noL affect \p. 
2. ConLrol-L is a synonym for \p, buL iL is affected by Lhe PF paramet.er. 

Su99eslion.s: 
Use \p Lo assist in generating desired pagination; e.g. forcing chapters and figures 
Lo begin on a nev page, thus avoiding page breaks in the middle of figures. 
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\r -- Rip& Alignment Rip& Alignment -- \r 

Align a suing of wx\ so \ha\ i\ is flush wiLh Lile righ\ margin. 
C 1ttt ttUC I et un eenreecr1111ennec uc e e 

Us1191: 
All characwrs Lo Lile righ\ of \he \r command in a wx\ line will be prinLed so 
Uaa\ Ute righLmos\ characLer is flush wi\h U.e righ\ margin. 

V11/u1s: 
none 

B sampl 1s.· Left of page\rrigh\ aligned. 
Produoes: Left of page righ\ aligned. 

Errors: 
An error message will be displayed if \wo or more \r commands appear within \he •me 
line; all bu\ Uae fllB\ \r will be ignored. 

Nol•.J: 
none 

Sug 91.sliou: 
\r is Yery useful in formaUing header lines (HL) and f ooLer lines (FL). 
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\s -- Substitute Substitute -- \s 

Include current. page number, file name or an arbit.rarJ st.ring in the t.ext. before 
formatting and printing_ 

Usage: 
The \s command will be replaced in the text by a string of characters determined bJ 
the charact.er following \s. The substitution takes place before justification or any 
other processing of embedded commands. 

Valu11s: # or f or <integer bet.ween O and 9> 
If the charact.er following the \s command is '#', then the entire command 
(\s#) will be replaced by the number of the current. page. 

If the character is •r, then• the command (\sf) will be replaced by the full name of 
the file currently being printed. 

If the character is an integer between O and 9 and there is a corresponding substitution 
st.ring specified (see Substitution +SUl then the entire command will be replaced by 
the substitution st.ring. 

E samples: This is page \s#, file \sf. 
Produces: This is page 16, file ffmanp2.man. 

Produces: 

Errors: 

(using Pfont. paramet.ers: +SU "St.ring 1" "page is \sf') 
Subinit.ut.ion occurs here: \s1 and here: \sO. 
Substitution occurs here: page is 16 and here: St.ring 1 

1. Sublnit.ut.ions can be indicated wit.bin substitution strings (see second example 
above). It is possible that a substitution st.ring at.~mpt.s \o substiLut.e itself 
(recursive substit.ut.ionl A line length exceeded error message will be displayed 
and subsequent program behavior will be unpredictable. Immediat.ely exit. the program 
using Cont.rol-C following recursive substitution. 
2. If the number of a nonexistent substitution st.ring is used, an error message is 
displayed and the substitution request. is ignored. 

Notes: 
1. Be careful that. lines do not. exceed the line width after substitution occurs. 
2. The •r in '\sf' may appear as either an upper or lower case charact.er. 
3. Any embedded commands may appear in a substitution st.ring and will be processed 
after substitution. 

Suggestions: 
The embedded command \s# is essential in printing the page number in the header or 
footer line. See HL and FL for det.ails. Substitution strings can be used t.o fill in 
variable fields in form letters (one line at. a t.ime1 to include frequently typed words 
or t.o represent. a sequence of other embedded commands. 
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\t -- Tab 

Horisontal motion t.o the next tab st.op. 

Usage: 
Whenever the \t command (or its Control-I synonym) is recognised in the text, an 
attempt viii be made t.o find the next a,ailable tab stop (see Tabs parameterl If 
found, the print head viii be positioned at the tab st.op, otherwise the tab will be 
Ignored. 

Values: 
none 

Bsamp/es: (using Pfont parameter: +TB 4) 
Tab coming\tfirst st.op. 

Produces: Tab coming first stop. 
The vord f im appear, 4 inche, from ,he len marrin. 

Errors: 
If there is no remaining tab t.o the right of the current print position, an error 
message is displayed and the tab command is ignored. 

Notes: 
1. \t and Control-I (the normal "Tab" key on your keyboard) are synonyms and can 
be used interchangably. 
2. Tabs can ony move the print head forward (towards the righti See \a for backwards 
horizontal motion. 
3. Tab stops can not be changed within a document 
4. All tab stops are relative Lo the left margin. 

Su991stions: 
Use a combination of tabs and absolute tabs Lo help line up text in columns and tables. 
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Part. P -- Printing with Fonts 

\u -- Underlining Underlining -- \u 

Tum on and off underlining of text. 
e ueo sec eccrre ,,,.,,. e eee 

\u 
' 0 

Usage: 
Place the \u command anywhere in your text file. All subsequent text will be 
underlined until another \u. Thus, \u is a k>ggle. Each time it appears in text 
underlining will be turned off if it was on, or on if it was off. 

Values.· 
none 

Esample.s: Some of this is \uunderlined text\u, some is not. 
Produces: Some of this is underlined text some is not. 

Errors: 
.none 

Noles: 
White space is not underlined, only characters which print are underlined (see example 
above). Continuous underlining, incl-.ding spaces, can be achieved by using a space 
character other than ASCII code 32 . ..c ·For convenience all of the distributed fonts have 
the Control-X character (ASCII 24) defined as a space. Use Control-X (or \d024) 
instead of the normal space to have underlined white space. 

Su99e.stion.s: 
Don't forget to turn off underlining. (by using another \u). H you forget, the remainder 
of your text will be underlined. 
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\ T -- RelatiYe Vertical Motion Relative Vertical Motion -- \ v 

Specify the amount of white space to precede the current line. 

\v<int.eger between 0000 and 9999> 
·········=-•······=: .•. :'! .•..•••••.••••.••••. 
:; :: :.~~~ :~::: :: :t(; :,~ ;~ ~:: :: :::: :t:: :::: 

Usage: 
Insert the \v cor·.mand in text followed immediately by 4 digits specifying Lhe amount 
of whit.a space Lo precede the current line (measured in points = 1/72nd inchi 
Regardless of the position of the \ v command in a t.ext line. the white space will 
precede that line. 

Values: <integer between 0000 and 9999> 
The value for the \v command must be exactly 4 -digits long (e.g. 0000. 0045, 1203) and 
must immediately follow the \ v with no intermediate spaces. The value indicates the 
amount of white space (measured in points) Lo precede the current line of text when it 
is printed. A value of 0000 will leave the minimum amount of space before the print 
line (see section E.2.1 for details). 

Bsamples: There is 1/2 inch of white space between this line 
\ v0036and this line. 

Produces: There is 1/2 inch of white space between this line 

and Lhis line. 

Errors: 
If the 4 charact.ers following the \ v command are nol digits, an error message will be 
displayed; the \v command and next 4 characters will be ignored. 

Noles: 
1. If \ v appears on the first line of a printed page iL will be ignored unless the new 
page was explicitly requested by a \p command. a Control-L character, or if it is the 
first page of a document. \ v can cause a new page to be printed. In this case any 
unused portion of the distance specified with \ v will be discarded. 
2. Remember that interline spacing refers to the distance between the bottom of one line 
(including descenders) and the top of the next. 

Suggestions: 
Use the \v command to temporarily override the value of the Interline Spacing paramet.er 
(SP). The command is useful for specifying the exact amount of whit.e space Lo be left 
before paragraphs, sections, examples and in tables. You may leave a blank line in your 
text to achieve vertical white space. \ v provides Lhis same capability, but with 
great.er control over the amount of white space. 
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\v -- Absolute Vertical Motion Absolute Vertical Motion -- \ v 

Specify. that the next print line is to appear at a specific distance from the top of the 
page. 

=·=·=·=·=·=·=~·=·=·=•:•:❖:❖:•=·=·=·=·=·=·=·=·=·=·=·=····················,· ~<"1n'•';:e.,,r11 be11 ,.~1~ee,.,,,n,.,.OOOO,,,,.,., a111n1 d,,,9999, II I > I I tlmtlfllltill .. ...f> ~ .. 

[/sage: 
Insert the \ w command in t.ed followed immediately by 4 digits specif Jing the 
vertical location of the current line (measured in points = 1/72nd inch). 
Regardless of t.he position of the \ w command in a t.ext line, the text line in which 
the \ w appears will be placed at the indicated distance from the top of the page. 

Values: <integer between 0000 and 9999> 
The value for the \w command must be exactly 4 digits long (e.g. 1011, 0045, 1203) and 
must immediately follow the \ w with no intermediat.e spaces. The value indicates the 
distance (measured in points) from the top of the page to the top of the current line of 
text. The value must result in forward vertical motion. That is, the distance specified 
must be greater than the distance of the previous line from the top of the page. You 
can not "back up" the paper in the printer. 

Esamples: \w0396This line will be 5 1/2 inches from the top of the page. 

Produces: This line will be 5 1/2 inches from the top of the page. 

Errors: 
If the 4 characters following the \ w command are not digits an error message will be 
displayed and the \ w command and next 4 characters will be ignored. 

Notes: 
If \ w appears on the first line of a printed page it will be ignored unless the new 
page was explicitly requested by a \p command, a Control-L character, or if it is the 
first page of a document The distance is measured from the top of the page to the top 
of the current print line. \ w can cause a new page to be printed. In this case any 
unused portion of the distance specified with \ w will be discarded. 

Suggestions: 
Use the \ w command to place footnotes at the bottom of selected pages or to otherwise 
place t.ext at a specific vertical location on a page. 
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P.2 PARAMETER SPECIFICATION 

Different users have different rieeds at different times and many users have different 
approaches to using computers. Therefore, ve have designed Pfont to provide 3 methods 
of interaction. You may select to use any one or a combination of these methods each 
time you use Pfont. The methods are: 1) ln&eradive- parameters are specified one 
or more at a time, help may be requested at any time; 2) Command Line- all 
parameters are spo,cified on the CP /M command line; and 3) Parameter lnpu& File
input is obtaine<i from a prepared file cont.sining parameter specifications (it is 
intended that this file be reused for multiple "runs" of Pfont). 

New users should be most interested in the interactive method, frequent and experienced 
users should learn hov to use the parameter input files and command line methods. 

Regardless of the method of interacLion, you can specify any number of parameters using 
upper or lower case or any combination thereof. If you specify the same parameter 
multiple times, only the last specification of the parameter will be used. If the 
parameter specifies a list (such as +FO Romn12 Romnb12 ... 1 each time the parameter is 
respecified the old list is discarded. 

When learning or uncertain about the use of Pfont, it is best to experiment. Make 
frequent use of the help facilities ('?, .i) and feel secure in that Pfont performs no 
destructive operations. 

P .21 Interactive Mode 

Pfont is designed to assist in its use; this is parUcularly true m the interactive 
mode. To use Pfont interactively, st.art by typing the following: 

B> Pfont,) 

Pfont will respond with it.s usual greeting message as well as reminding you that 
'?' may be typed at any lim4 for assistance. Pfont prompts with ">>" and awaits 
input You may enter as many or as few parameters as you like and may also make use 
of the special characters '7', 'i', '>' and 'Control-V' (see section P.2.si 

In the following transcript of Pfont use, user input is underlined, ,) 1s 'carriage 
return' and commentary is in ,mall print.. 

B> Pfont,> 
Pfont: Print with Fonts (Version x.x) 
Copyright (C) 1982 SofLCraft 
Type '11 for assistance at any time 

Pfont. ident.ificat.ion and wer■ion. Thi■ me■-ge 
o,ervrit.e, • temporary 'lot.cling' me■■age. 

> > 1 Request. for uei■t.t.nce. 
Expecting a Parameter Specification - a 1+ 1 or '-1 followed by 
One of: Pfont. i1 e:rpeding any of t.he following 
FO Fonts FI Filenames 

Pfont. li■t.s manJ ot.her opt.ion■ 
Pfont. will inclicat.e •-- more --• af lier &.he 
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DUJ!lMr of lin• which fi, on your 1ereen are 
ditplayecl, pre11 any key M> con,inue. 

>> +rd? Seled \he 'r•• paramekr, ,hen uk for help. 
Bxpecting walue for RD Rough Draft Parameter - a ln'8ger Between O and 2 
Current Value: <Off> Pion, iaica'- \he curren, aeuinr for 

> > RD Rough Draft> ~ 
>> +fi Sample.FF,> 

FI Filenames> i. 
>> +fo Romn12 Romnb12 Romni12..> 
FO Fonw> l 
>> & 

Roach Dran (Off) and poaible aet.t.ing1 (0,1,2). 
Uter telect.1 rough iraf t. mode 1. 
Uter indicat.n ,ha, file Sample.FF 
i1 '° N print.M (+Fl it opt.ional here). 
,) indicat.ee no more file namet . . 
Uaer telect.t 3 font.I. 
,) indicat.ee no more font.I. 
Reque1, aummarJ of curren, 1eUiag1. 
Pf ont. li1t.1 ,he teUing• of all paramekn. 

>> i. A final ,lend, inkradion and nart.l prinun,. 
Loading Romn12.Fon as font number O ••• in memory 
Loading Romnb12.Fon as font number 1 ... in memory 
Loading Romni12.Fon as font number 1 ... in memory 

Make sure Uie printer is 'On Line' 
Printing Sample.FF 

The 8 font.I are now ready for ate. 
Reminder'°,., \he prinkr ready. 
Pf on\ viii now nar\ print.ill(. 

Page 1, 42 Lines 
B> 

Pion\ hu f ini1hed prin,ing ,he f irtt. page. 
All done. 

Notice that carriage return (.l) is used to end a parameter specification and 
also to end interaction and begin prompting. The ending function of ,l only 
applies when it is Lhe only input on a line. When you type ,l at the end of a 
sequence of characters, it allows you to continue specifying the ~me parameter. If 
Lhis seems confusing or if you ever feel sluct while . using Pfont, simply type a 
couple of J's and Pfont will either start printing or display a. message indicating 
additional parameters that must be specified. 

P.2.2 Command Line Mode 

Pfont can be used without any interaction by specifying all of its parameters on the 
CP /M command line. For example, 

B> Pfont +fi Sample.FF +fo Romn12 RomnB12 Romnl12 

will print the contents of the file Sample.FF using 3 Roman fonts. The maximum 
length of the parameter specification list is 128 characters. CP /M converts all command 
line input to upper case, so parameters that have case sensitive values should be 
entered either interactively or using a parameter input file. Pfont modifies the CP /M 
convention somewhat; it converts the first character of each string to upper case and 
converts all others to lower case. For example: 

input: 
result 

Pfont test +hi "CHAPTER TWO" +fl "end of page" 
Pfont Test +Hl "Chapter two" +Fl "End of page" 

Any of the special characters ,1,, >,>, ,,.,. '<' etc. can be used on the command line, 
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•:, '>' and '11 are of parlicular use (see section P.2.5l 

If you make an error during command line inleraclion, lhe portion of the command line 
following the error is retained, you are auLomatically placed in interactive mode and 
are presenled with an error message. See section P.5 for details. 

P,2,8 Parameler File Input 

As you become an experienced Pfont user, you will find that you ofLen wish Lo print a 
leLLer or document multiple times or Lo print similar lett.ers or · document.a using the 
same seLLings for PfonL parameters. PfonL's parame\er file inpuL capabili,y makes ,his 
possible. A parameLer file. is simply a file containing parameter specifications exactlJ as 
you would type Uiem on the command line or inLeractively. To requesl parameLer 
specifications that have been slored in a parameLer file, you need only type: 

</ii,"""" 
Where /ii, nam, is the name of the paramet.er input file (names with the 
exLension 1.ffi' are used by convention, e.g. Sample.ffii The </ii, narM can be 
included anywhere on the command line or be used at any time in the inLeractive mode. 
To create your own paramet.er files, use your edilor and simply type parameLer 
specifications; the parameter file may contain one or more lines. One or more parameLer 
input files can be used for any 1run11 of Pfont. Paramet-er input files can contain 
addilional requests for paramet-er input (i.e. </ii, nama1 However, any parameters 
specified in the original parameter input file aft,r the 1<1 viii be ignored. For 
most uses, if a parameter input request is used within a paramet.er input file, lhe request 
should be the last item in the file. 

n is recommended that you create a separate parameter input file for each type of 
printing you normally do (e.g. letters, mailing labels, disk labels, etcJ 

P.2.4 Which Disk Drives To Use 

Pf ont requires that each of the files Pfont.com, PfontOO.ovl, Pfont01.ovl, 
Pfont02.ovl, Pfont03.ovl, Pfont.hlp, Pfont.hle and FancFont.pro be resident on one of 
the system disk drives. U is simplest Lo put all of these files on one disk and use 
Pfont while "logged• Lo the drive in which that disk is mounled. However, Pfont will 
find its overlays (PfontOO, Pfont01, Pfont02, Pfont03, FancFont.pro) if theJ are either 
on the logged disk or are on a disk mounted in. disk drive I A'. 

For CP/M systems with a small disk storage capaciLy, such as the Osborne I, it may be 
necessary to switch diskeLtes in order Lo print long document.a wiUi multiple fonts. The 
following procedure is recommended: 

1. PuL all fonts Lo be used on one diskett.e (Uie font diskett.ei 
2. Place Lhe font diskette in drive B. 
8. Place the file or files containing text on. one diskett.e (Lhe ted diskeLtei 
4. Insert Lhe Pion& diskett.e in drive A. 
5. Invoke Pfont using interactive mode. 
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6. RemoYe Pfont diskeUe and insert ted diskette in driYe A. 
7. InteracLiYely (or with parameter input file) specify Pfont 

printing parameters. 
8. Remove ted diskeUe and insert Pfont diskette in driYe A. · 
9. Type final J. (carriage return) to start printing. 

10. Pfont will prompt for disk change; following prompL, remove 
Pf ont diskeUe and insert text diskette in drive A. 

11. Printing should start, no further disk changes are required. 

P 2,5 Special Characters 

These special characters are recognised and acted upon by Pfont in any interaction mode, 
they are primarily used in the interactive mode, however. 

'1' Always proYides assistance. '?' may be used at any time during command line 
or int.eracLiYe modes of Pfont use. The response to a '?' assistance request is 
information pertinent to the current usage of Pfont. · In interactive mode, pressing '1' 
will produce a list of all available parameters if issued following the '>>' prompt. If 
pressed following a parameter name ( e.g. + Rd ?l a description of acceptable parameter 
Yalues as well as the current value for the parameter will be displayed. 

Example: >>+Rd! 
Expecting value for RD Rough Dran feature - a Integer 
Between O and 2 
Current Value: <Off> 
RD Rough Draft> 

>> +Fo Romn12 Romnl12? 
Expecting FO Fonts list element - a Font File Name 
Current Value: 

0: Romn12.Fon 
1: Romnl12.Fon 

FO Fonts> 

'?' may appear anywhere on the command line following Pfont. n will cause the 
interactive mode to be entered and Pf ont will provide assist.ance. The most common 
command line use, however, is: 

B> Pfont 1:,, 
This provides general assistance on usmg Pfont and displays a list of all 
parameters and their def a ult settings. 

'I' Display the current seUings for all parameters. This is a good way to review any 
parameters you have specified and to determine the built-in settings for all other 
parameters. cl. may be issued interactively or on the command line. 

Example: >> a 
FI Filenames - List of up to 15 File Names 

Current Value: 
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0-.5ample.f f 
FO Fonts - List of up to 10 Font File Names 

',' Explicitly begins the int.eractive mode. Use this at the end of the command line 
if you have additional features you wish to specify int.eractively. 

Example: B> Pfont <TesUfi ~ 
Pfont: Print with Fonts (Version x.x) 
Copyright (C) 1982 SoftCraft 
>> . 

'<' Obtain paramet.er specifications from the paramet.er input file. Continue 
processing any remaining command or interactive input line paramet.ers aft.er input from 
the parameter input file. '<' may be used mulLiple times on the command line and/or 
int.eractively. See section P.2.3 for more information. 

Example: B> Pfont <Control.ffi ~ 

will read the file Control.ffi as though its cont.ents were typed on the command line 
and then Pfont will enter interactive mode (because of the comma) to allow further 
specification of parameters or override parameters specified in Control.f fi. 

'Carriage Return' (J) Ends input - it can be used to exit the 
interactive parameter specification, to end a list or to end a paramet.er if you decide 
it is not the one you want.ed (useful aft.er using 1, for example: '+rd ?1 followed by 
J leaves 1rd1 as it was). 'Carriage Return' is ignored if it is not the first key 
typed on an input line and thus can be used to help in typing long lines. 

'Control-V' Display on the terminal a description of the special characters (this can 
only be used interactively). The file 'Pfont.hlp' must be on th logged disk. 

'Control-C' Exit Pfont, ignore all parameter settings and do not print. Pfont viii ask 
for a confirmation of a Control-C request. Control-C may be pressed whenever you are 
using Pfont in the interactive mode. 

'Back Space' (normally Control-HJ Backs up one character at a time to correct 
typographical errors. This is analogous the the CP/M character delete function. The 
back space character and its displayed action can be set in the profile file 
(FancFont.Pro -- see appendix AS). 

'Control-U' Delete an entire input line. This line delete character 1s analogous to 
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Part P - Printing with Fonts 

the CP /M line delet.e function and is operational in int.eractive mode. 

P.3 PARAMBTERS 

Pfont offers a variety of paramet.ers (features) k> control the appearance, formatting 
and prinLing of a document.· Most of the parameters have preset (default) values and 
hence need not be specified during each use of Pfont However, you will want k> use 
these parameters at different times k> fully exploit the capabilities of the ,.__ 
~ aJJstem. Each parameter controls some aspect of the formatting and printing of 
t.exl A parameter may be turned off or on or left at it.s normal (default) 
setting. 

This secLion describes each of the parameters in detai~ discussing the common aspects 
of using the parameters and then the method by which the parameters are described in 
the manual. Each parame\er specification fits the format 

<On/Off switch> <Parameter Name> <Parameter Value> 

The On/Off switch is used k> indicate whether · the parameter is k> be used or nol 
'+' indicates On and '-' indicates Off. The name indicates which parameter is being 
specified and the values detail the use of the parameter (some parameters do not require 
valuesl For example, 

+TM 1.S 

specifies that the k>p margm parameter be used and that the k>p margin is 
1.5 inches. 

-TM 

specifies no k>p margin (this is exactly the same as +TM Ol Some parameters 
have no Yalues, they are either on or off. For example: 

+PP 

specifies that single pieces of paper are being used (the page pause parameter is 
on1 and 

-PP 

indicates continuous form paper is in use (do not .use the page pause paramet.er). Finally, 
some parameters can have a value that is a list of it.ems: 

+FO SanS10 SanS12 Romn12 

turns on the ~ ~ paramet.er (+FO) and indicates that each of the 3 
fonts listed are k> be used. As before, 

-FO 

indicates that n2 ~ .9..Js are to be used (the parameter is of/). 

When specifying parameter values, all distances are specified in inches ( e.g. 3, 
6.01251 Parameter names may be specified in either upper or lower case. 
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P.3.1 Parameter Description Format 

The rest of section P.3 describes each of Lhe parameters, one parameLer Lo a page. The 
Lop line on Lhe page indicates the descriptive name of the parameter. The second line 
gives a very general description of Lhe meaning of the parameter. Then t.he synlas 
of the parameter is presented. The syntax indicates how Lo Lype Lhe parameter, either 
turning iL on or off, whether it requires any values and what Lhose values are. AL Lhe 
right edge of Lhe syn Lax line, the def a ult use of Lhe parameter is indicated. If you do 
not specify Lhe parameter, Lhe default for LhaL parameter will be used. 

The usa 94 indicaLes how Lo use t.he parameter; first. how t.o t.urn t.he parameter on, 
Lhen how Lo Lum Lhe parameter off and Lhe meaning of doing each of Lhese. The 
va/u4s section provides details about \he parameter's values, describing 
acceptable and unacceptable values and the meaning of each. The final 8 sections 
provide 8sampl4s, nole.s and suggestions. Each of these· seolions will 
help clarify the use and meaning of Lhe parameter. Notes proYide the most detailed 
information and suggestions provide ideas as Lo how Lo best use the parameter. 

There are a few words and symbols used in describing the parameters Lhat may be 
unfamiliar Lo you. A quick summary: 

< ... > 
Brackets are used Lo describe a value. You do not actually type any words contained in 
the brackets nor should you type· the brackets. (e& <list of real numbers bet.ween 0 
and 150 inches>, indicates a list of numbers - you fill in Uie numbersl 

list 
One or more yaJues; the values are separated by at leas\ 1 space (e~ 5 10.5 12 36 or 
File1 File2 File3l 

string 
A sequence of characters. Any characters may appear in a string, but if a space 
character is in a string, Lhe entire string must be surrounded by double quotes Lo mark 
its beginning and end (and Lo disunguish it from a listi For example, "This is 1 
string•, is a string. If you wish Lo have the • character appear within a string, you 
must type the quote twice. Example, "This •string• contains quo.-. The paired 
quotes are undoubled when the string is used, thus the example yields: 

This "string• contains quotes 

integer 
A whole number, no fractional part (e.g. 1, 3, 12, 0, 5). There are no negative numbers 
in Pfont. 

real number 
A number which may include a fractional part (e.g. 1.5, .7, 0.2, 6, 12.8). 

File Name 
The name of a file using standard CP /M conventions (e.g. B:Name.Ext). If Lhe file name 
contains Pfont special characters (see below), it must be enclosed in quotes. 
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ParL P -- Printing wiLh FonLs 

Font File Name 
The name of a file conLaining Lhe characLers of a fonL. The '.Fon' is optional, iL will 
be provided if it is missing, otherwise Lhis is a standard CP/M file name (see File 
Name). 

Pfont Special Characters 
Several characters have a special meaning when parameters are indicated Lo Pfont. If you 
wanL to use one of these characters, buL noL its special meaning, the character must 
appear in a quoted etring ( e.g. "'?" or • A i B"). The special characters are: 

? I • < + -

See sootion P.2.5 for a description of each. 

P.3.2 The Parame~rs 

The parameter descriptions follow in alphabetical order. 
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Part P -- Printing with Fonts 

BM -- Bottom Margin Bottom Margin -- BM 

Specify the amount of white space to appear after the bottom of the main body of 
text on a page. 

~.=l.ili.f.ir&.'.!_;:_::.:._::.::.~--;_::,;._:;:_)_:;:_:,;:_~_~;_i.J.I.f.Ii,
1

_: ..:BM <reai ~~~~~"i,;i~een"o and foo' inch;,> , ~, ..:BM (d~fa~1k":aM"Jst 
• 0 040 4 i O Ii 0011 0 $ U ii$ ii ; ii =• 

Usag,: +BM <real number between O and 150 inches> 
The amount of white space to place · at the bottom of eaoh page. This is the 
distance from the actual bottom of the page to the bottom of the last line of text on 
the page (other than the footer line). 

-BM 
Do not leave any white space at the bottom of each page, no bottom margin (same as 
+BMoi 

Valu,s: <real number between O and 150 inches> 
A number between O and 150 -inches. This is the amount of white space to be left at 
the bottom of each page. 

8samp/1s: +BM .75 
Let.,e a .76 inch bot.\om margin on each page. 

-BM 
No bolt.om margin. 

Notis: 
1. The bottom margin is actually measured in printer points (1/72°• inchesi The 
number of inches is converted to points; any fractional points are ignored. 

2. If t.here is no bottom margin (-BMl then there can be no Footer Line (FLi 

8. If FL is specified, the boUom margin must be large enough to accommodate the 
height of the footer line plus the footer margin (FM). 

Suggestions: 
If you change the Page Length (PL) you will probably want to also change the top and 
bottom margins (TM and BM). 
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Part P -- Printing with Fonts 

CF - Concatenate Files Conca&enaie. Files - CF 

Indicate whether files are t.o be individually printed or concatenated during printing. 

[default: +CFj~ 

Usage: +CF 
The text from all files specified with the Filenames (FI) parameter is Lo be printed as 
if it came from one file. No page breaks are automatically included between files. 
However, each file must end with a carriage return or one will be provided. 

-CP 
The text from all files specified with the Filenames (FI) parameter is not t.o be 
concatenated. A page break is automatically inserted before printing the contents of 
the next file and all embedded printing controls are reset (e.g. font, underliningl 
Page numbering will restart at 1 or the value specified with \he Initial Page 
Number (PN) parameter for each file. 

Values: 
none 

Esamples: +CF 
Oonc1\eD1.'8 t.he cont.eat. of 111 filea in t.he Filenam" (Fl) li1t. vit.hout. p&1e •r•b. 

-CF 
Force I pare 'break bet.ween print.inr t.he cont.eat.I of •ch file in t.he Filenr.mea (Fl) tin. 

0Noles.; · 
· 1. Each concatenated file begins on a new print line. 

2. See Initialiu.tion String (IS) parameter for related information. 

Su g gestion.s. · 
Use +CF for printing a document which has several sections where each section JS 

contained in a different file. Use -CF for printing several unrelawd documen\s in 

the same •run" of PfonL. 

0 
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f Part P -- Printing with Fonts 

CI -- Command Indicator Command Indicator -- CI 

Specify a character t.o be used to indicate commands embedded in text files. 

/~;:#.*lt.#i%=::(:cf" <1 character>' ·~~,, ':'.:cf" 
' t .,,,,, 

··=········•:-....................... •.•··-·-

Usage: - +CI <1 character> 
A single charactet to be used as a flag to indicate embedded commands within the 
text files. Normally this character is 11\•. 

-CI 
Use the default command indicator C-\11). Same as +Cl\. 

Valu8s: <1 character> 
The command indicator must be 1 character and should not be a character used for an 
embedded command. The upper and lower case characters f, t, a, u, -, v, w, s, #, p, 
c, r, h, j, k, b, d and i are specifically not recommended. n is best to select an 
infrequently used character such as "'" or "I•. 

· Bsample.s: +CI I 
Change t,he command indie&lor from '\' lo 'I'. 

-CI 
U1e t,he default, command indicalor. 

Nol8s: 
1. Command indicators are case sensitive; that is, they only work in the case (upper 
or lower) that you specify. Warning ~ if the command indicator parameter is specified 
on the CP /M command line, the CI will aut.omatioally be converted to upper case. 
2. If you need t.o print the command indicator, type it twice in the text file (e.g. 
•\ \ • will print ■\ "l 
Suggestions: 
Change the command indicator if the default command indicator ■\• is frequently used 
in a document or is difficult to generate with your keyboard. Be careful t.o change the 
command indicator each time you reprint a file containing other than the def a ult command 
indicator. 
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Part P -- Printing with Fonts 

EP -- Epson Font Epson Fon& -- EP 

Enable/Disable printing with normal Epson fol)t.s. 

(defauU: -EP--. 

Usage: +EP 
Printing · will use - the normal Epson font.s - ~ s;..Js can nol be used 
simultaneously. See description of the \f embedded command for how to select 
fonts. The font number mappings for Epson fonts are as follows: 

Font Number .Epson Font 

0 Normal 
1 Oomprened 
2 Bxpanded 
3 Oomprelled/Bxpanded 
4 Normal lialica 
5 Oomprelled lu.lica 
6 Bxp,nded Ju.lie■ 
7 Oomprellcd/Bxpanded lu.lica 
8 Normal Bmphui1ed 
9 Bxpanded Bmph11iscd 

-EP 
Do not use Epson fonts, allows the +FO specification of si... .,_.. to be used. 

0 Values: 
none 

Esamples: +EP 
The embedded \f comm1nd1 will refer t.o normal Bp■on fon'■. 

-EP +FO Romn12 
The embedded \I comm1ncl1 viii ref er t.o ~ .9i.,J. 1pecif ied (Romn12) uing ,he +FO parame'9r. 

Noles: , 
1. The horizontal formaiting commands are designed primarily for use with .f.,.,w 
,.. and thus perform all measurements in dot.s (1/120th inchi The charact.er 
placement of normal Epson font charact.ers does not have this precision. Therefore t.abs, 
justification and other horizont.al formatting paramet.ers do not work with fine accuracy 
when printing using Epson fonts (i.e., +EP). · 
2. If neither +FO nor +EP is specified, a warning message will be displayed and +EP will 
be assumed. 

Suggestions: 
The +EP parameter is useful for printing program listings and document.a where 
printing quality is not as important as speed of printing, but where the formaUing 
parameters of Pfont are desired. We print our program listings using +EP and also use 
pagination, header line and footer line parameters to enhance readability. See IS 0 · parameter for more help in printing existing non-~ ~ files. 
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Part P -- Priniing with Fonts . 

FI -- Filenames Filenames -- FI 

Specify the files containing Lhe text to be printed by Pfont. 

H@fi.W:i.i1M +FI <list of 1 to 15 CP/M file names> 
•.•.;.:.;•,•-:·:.·•:······-········ 

defaun: none 

Usage: +FI <list of 1 Lo 15 CP/M file names> 
Print Lhe contenLs of Lhe listed files. When more than 1 file is specified Lhe files 
can either be concatenated or printed with intervening form feed$ (\p) as specified by 
the Concatenate Files (CF) parameter. The default is Lo concatenate files. Note that 
-Fl is meaningless. 

Values: <list of 1 to 15 CP/M file names> 
Each file named must be a valid CP/M file. File names containing special Pfont 
characters (8+•, "-11, "?", "!", ... ) must be enclosed in double quotes ('"'). Two 
special names may be used in the file list A file name of "Hy:" indicates that 
input is to be obtained from the user's terminal as if it were input from a file. With 
this parameter, Pfont allows your computer to be used as an electronic typewriter. 
('Control-Z' ;. indicates the end of terminal inputl "tty:" may appear anywhere 
in the file name list and may appear more than once. The file name ,oop:" 
indicates that the list of file names is to be used repeatedly until the user explicitly 
causes printing to stop. ,oop:" should appear as the last name in \he list and . 
should not be the only name in the list. 

E samples.· +fi manual.txt B:appendix 
Print the contenta of fi)n 'manuahxt.1 and 'appendix' ('appendix' from disk 18 1). 

+FI envelope.ff tty: letter.ff loop: 
Print cont.enta of 'envelope.ff', then enter text to be printed using the keyboard, then print. content.a 
of 'letter.ff'. Continue this sequence indefinitely until user enters Cont.rol-C t.o force it. t.o at.op. 

Notes: 
1. At most 15 items may appear in the list of file names. 
2. A sequence of file names may be entered without the "+FI" control for 
convenience, but the file names may not immediately follow any other list.- This 
allows a command line such as: 

Pfont manual.txt appendix 
FI is special in this way, it is the de/ault parameter. 
3. The files are checked to determine that they can be opened for use by the 
Pfont program. 
4. See the Concatenate Files (CF) parameter for controlling the printing of multiple · 
files. 

Su9gestions: 
Use "Uy:" for filling variable sections of letters and forms or for usmg 
your computer as an electronic typewriter. Use "loop:" for printing multiple copies 
of the same file or sequence of files. When using loop:, it is usually desirable 
to specify -CF so that each copy begins on a new page. 
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Part P - Printing with Fonts 

.FL -- Footer Line Foo&er Line -- FL 

Con\rol printing of a footer line in \he boUom margin of every page. 

default -FL 

Usage: +FL <string> 
Specify 1 line ·to· appear at the 6ott.om of every page at a distance from \he bottom of 
the page indica\ed by Footer Margin (FMl 

-FL 
No footer line will appear in \be bottom margin. 

Valu•s: <string> 
The string is a line to appear in Uie bo\t.om margin of eYerJ · page. The string can 
con~in any embedded commands -t.o control fonts, underlining etc. The length of the 
string must not exceed the Line Width (LWl H the string contains any. Spac8!3 or 
special Pfont characters (•&•, "1", etc.1 surround the string with quot.es (•t 
Bsamples: +FL "A Day at the Lake - Section 8" 
The et.ring A 0.y at. t.he Lake = Sett.ion §. will &ppear in t.he boUom martin or nery ,..-e. It. 
will start, &t. t.he left. margin. 

+FL "\f2The Biker\f1\rpage \S, 
The bot.t.om m•rgin of nc:h p&(e will cont.ain • line wit.h The Biker len jut.if ied and 1n 
font. 2, and t.he word !!I! followed by t.he page number right, juet.ified and in font. 1 

Notes: 
t The foot.er line will always be print.ed using font 0, no underlining etc. unless 
otherwise specified. 
2. See the Not On First Page (NF) parameter t.o disable the printing of the foot.er line 
on the first page of a dooumenL. 
3. See FM and BM for determining the exact location of the foot.er line on a page. 
4. The current font, underlining, etc. for normal . text printing will not be 
affected by any embedded commands in the footer line. 
5. CP /M convert.s all characters on the command line t.o upper case. Pfont will adjust 
so that the first word of a string is capitalized. For best results, avoid this problem 
by using interactive mode or a parameter input file t.o input the foot.er line. 

Suggestions: 
Use FL with the \s# embedded command t.o print the page number at the bottom of 
each page. Use FL with the \c and \r embedded commands t.o produce a left, oentered 
and right justified footer line. 
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Part. P - Printing wit.h Font.s · 

PM -·Footer Margin Footer Margin -- FM 

Specify lhe amounl of while space between Lhe botLom of Lhe footer line and Lhe 
boUom of a page. 

U .sag•: +FW, <real number beLween O and 150 inches> 
Leave lhe specified whiLe space between the boUom of the fooLer line and the boLLom 
of the page. 

-FM 
Place the f ooLer line aL botLom of page, no whiLe space following Lhe footer line. 

Values: <real number between O and 150 inches> 
A number beLween O and 150 inches. This is Lhe amounL of white space between the 

-botLom of the f ooLer line and Lhe boLLom of the page. 

Esamp/es: +FM .5 
Le.ve .5 inchea of white apace between the bottom of the footer line ancl ~tt.om of pace. 

-FM 
No footer margin. 

Notes: 
The footer margin is actually measured in printer points (1/72nd inches). The 
number of inches is converted to points; any fractional points are truncated. The 
footer margin plus the height of the foot.er line must be less than the bottom margin. If 
no footer line (FL) is specified, the footer margin is not used. 

Suggestions: 
Consider changing the header margin and foot.er margin (HM and FM) when changing PL, 
TM or BM. 

0 
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Part P -- Printing with Fonts 

FO -- Fonts Fonts -- FO 

lndicat.e the fonts to be used for printing. 
•• ••••••••••••••••••••••J•• • II 111111111'1'111'1111 11111111111111 1111 I II lfltllll II lt'lltflllt'I' 11 Ill fltlllt'l'lllt' I I II I • ~:~i:j~~m.tffl!f~:~li +FO <list of 1 to 10 ~ ~filenames> or -FO [default: -FO} 

{/sage: +FO <list of 1 to 10 ~~file names> 
Print using ~ ,_._ The names and order specified m the file name list. 
specifies the fonts to be used. See the \f embedded command. 

-FO 
Do not use ~ A..ts. Use normal Epson font.s - see Epson Font.s (EP). ,. 
Values: <list of 1 to 10 ~~file names> 
Each name should be that of a font file containing the definitions of characters. 
The conventional "Jon" extension need not be given; if it is Jen off, Pfont will 
append it. The first font in the list will be known as font 0, the second as font 1, 
etc. 

Esamp/11s: +FO Romn12 Romnb12 Sans10 
Uee font file 1Romn12.fon1 for font 0, 'Romnb12.fon• for fon\ 1 and ■san■lO.f on' for fon\ 2. 

+FO b:Sans8.fon Sans10.fon 
U■e font file 1San18.fon1 (from did: B) for font O and ■s&n■lO.fon' for fon\ 1. 

Notes: 
1. At most 10 fonts (numbered O through 9) may be specified for any run of Pfont. 
2. The files are tested to see if they are valid font files. 
3. The order of the files is important. It . specifies the mapping to the 
embedded \f commands, but also controls printing speed by partially 
determining which fonts fit in memory. For fastest prinUng, put your most 
frequently used fonts first in the list. 
4. Before printing, Pfont will indicate which fonts fit in memory and which will be 
used directly from the disk. 
5. See appendix A.2 for details on fonts (height, width, characters etc.). 

SuggtJslions: 
When creating a document and determining which fonts to use, write down the names 
and numbers of each font and reorder the list so that frequently used fonts appear 
first. 
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Part P -- Printing with Fonts 

FP -- First Page First Page -- FP 

Select a portion of the document to be printed. 

!]l!lW:!Mif[:fl:l +FP <integer between 1 and 9999> or -FP [default: -FPl 

{7 .sa9e: · +FP <integer between 1 and 9999> 
Suppress all printing until the specified page number is to be printed. Resume 
normal printing from the specified page to end of document or to +LP specification. 

-FP 
Normal printing, begin printing wi\h the first page of document. 

V alue.s: <integer between 1 and 9999> 
The page number that is the first page to be printed. 
9999 may be specified, however if the number is greater 
last page, no pages will be printed. 

Bsamp/es: +FP 4 · 
Page number 4 will be the first page printed. 

-FP 
Normal printing, begin print.ing vit.h · f irat. pa.ge. 

Notes: 

Any integer between 1 and 
than the page number of the 

1. FP works with the same number that would be printed on a page; i.e., the one 
specified with the Initial Page Number (PN) parameter. 
2. Pages which are not printed are still processed by Pfont and thus all embedded 
commands are checked and processed and all warning and error messages are displayed. 

Su 9 geslions: 
1. Use this parameter in conjunction with the Last Page (LP) parameter to select one, or 
a sequence of pages to be printed. This is particularly useful if you need to reprint a 
portion of a document, but not the entire document. 
2. Since error and warning messages will be displayed for all pages of a document 
(whether printed or not), the +FP parameter may be used to check a document for errors 
(such as line width exceeded) without any printing or screen display (see Screen 
Display, SD). This is accompli~hed by using the FP parameter and specifying a large page 
number (e.g. +FP 9999). To speed font loading, always use +SD in conjunction with this 
technique. 
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Part P -- Printing with Fonts 

BL -- Header Line Header Line -- BL 

Control printing of a header line in ·the top margin of every page. 

U .sage: + HL <string> 
Specify 1 line to appear at the top of every page a distance from the top of the page 
indicated by Header Margin (HM). 

-HL 
No header line will appear in the top margin. 

Valuss: <string> 
The string is a line Lo appear in the Lop margin of every page. The string can 
contain any embedded commands Lo control fonts, underlining etc. The length of the 
string must not exceed the Line Width (L wi If the string contains any spaces or 
special Pfont characters ("cl", "'?", etc:), surround the string with double quotes ('"'). 

Bsamp/es: +HL "Chapter 4 -- Going to School" 
The it.ring Chapt.er i =. Going t.o &hool will appear in t.he t.op margin of eYOrJ page. It, will 
,tart. at. t.he left, margin. 

+HL "\f2Canoeing\cThe Wilderness\f1\rpage \sf' 
The top margin of each page will contain a line vit.h Canoeing left. ju1t.ified and in font. 2, 
t.he word, The Wildernea centered (1110 in font 2) and t.he word 2!(! followed by t.he page 
number right juet.if ied and in font. 1. 

0 Notes: 

0 

1. The header line will always be printed usmg font 0, no underlining etc. unless 
otherwise specified, 
2. See the Not On First Page (NF) parameter to disable the printing of the header line 
on the first page of a document. 
3. See HM and TM for determining the exact location of the header line on a page. 
4. The current font, underlining, etc. for normal text printing will not be 
affected by any embedded commands in the header line. 
5. CP /M converts all characters on the command line to upper case. Pfont will adjust 
so that the first word of a string is capitalized. For best results, avoid this problem 
by using interactive mode or a parameter input file to input the header line. 

Suggestions: 
Use HL with the \s# embedded command to print the page number at the Lop of each 
page. Use HL with the \c and \r embedded commands to produce a left, centered and 
right justified heading line. 
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Part P -- Printing with FonLs 

HM -- Header Margin Header Margin -- HM 

Specify the amount of white space to precede the Header Line (HL). 

~!]IIIMIJ} +HM <real number between O and 150 inches> or -HM[defaulL: +HM .25~! 

{I saf1e: +HM <real number between O and 150 inches> 
The amount of wh;te space between the top of a page and the top of the Header Line 
(HL). 

-HM 
Do not leave any white space between the top of the page and the top of the header line. 

Values: <real number between O and 150 inches> 
A number between O and 150 inches. This is the amount of white space between the 
Lop of the page and the Lop of the header line. 

Esamples: +HM .5 
Lea.Ye .5 inches of white ap&ce before t.he t.op of the hea.der line. 

-HM 
No he&der ma.rgin. 

Notes: 
The header margin 1s actually measured in printer point.s (1/7ri11d inch). The 
number of inches is converted Lo point.s; any fractional points are truncated. The 
header margin plus the height of the header line must be less than the top margin. If 
no header line (HL) is specified, the header margin is ignored. 

Suggestions: 
Consider changing the header and footer margins (HM and FM) when changing PL, TM 
or BM. 
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Part P -- Printing wiih Fon~ 

IS -- Initialisation String Initialiatioa String -- IS 

Specify a string t.o be printed at the beginning of each file. 

[default: -IS.= 
co 

Usa!Je: +IS <string> 
Insert a string of characters, possibly containing embedded commands at the beginning of 
the file to be printed. If files are not concatenated (see CF parameter) this string viii 
be inserted before each file. 

-IS 
No special initialization, use default formatting controls. 

Values: <string> 
A string of characters, usually embedded commands, to specify the starting 
font, underlining mode and other printing chracterist.ics. If the string contains any 
blanks or special Pf ont characters, surround the entire swing with quotes (•1 
81ample.s: +IS "\f3\f 
Begin prin,inr vi\h fon, 8 and ju1,if ied ,ex,. 

-IS 
No ini,ialinuon. 

Notes: 
1. The initiali1ation string viii be applied before printing each file which is no\ 
concatenated. Thus, it will always apply to the first file, and viii apply to all 
others if -CF (Concatenate Files) is specified. 
2. The default inUialisation is font 0, no justify, no underline (see section P.1 
for additional information1 

Su!J!J8.slions: 
This parameter is convenient for printing files that you don't want to modify (e.g. 
lisLings, data files). 
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Part P -- Printing with Fonts 

LM -- Lef& Margin Lef& Margin -- LM 

Control the Left Margin of the text to be printed. 

H/Ef.N:i#[\ +LM <real number between O and 8 inches> or -LM [default: +LM 1): 

Usage: +LM <real number between O and 8 inches> 
Specif J a left mare.in for all text to be printed. 

-LM 
Tum off the lefL margin parameter; there will be no left margin. (Same as +LM 0) . 

Values: <real number between O and 8 inches> 
The number of inches t,o be used as a lefL margin for all text to be printed. The 
left margin must be between O and 8 inches (13.6 inches for MX100 owners). A left 
margin of O inches indicates no left margin and is equivalent to -LM. 

8samples:. +LM 1.5 
s., • len m•rrin of 1.6 inc:ha. 

-LM 
No lef, m•rcin - wz, viii N prin'-d flu■h vi\h lef\ edge of page. 

Noles: 
All horisontal formatting parameters and commands (Tab, Line Width, \a, etc.) are 
specified relative to the left margin. Thus, if the left margin is changed, all the 
other parameters will reflect that change. If Jou specify a Line Width (LW) of 6.5 inches 
and a left margin of 3 inches then JOU have actually requested a right margin of 9,5 
inches · which is of course t.oo large for MX80 printers. The lefL margin can not be 
changed within a text file. 

Suggestions: 
Use the left margin lo horisontallJ reposition text on a page. 
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Part P -- Printing with Fonts 

LP -- Lui Page Lui Page -- LP 

Select a portion of the document to be printed. 

iiWl.!HMii ~LP 1<i~t~~r 'between 1 a~d 9999> or' ~LP 
··············••,•··········· 

Usage: +LP <integer between 1 and 9999> 
Stop printing after the indicated page number 1s printed. The PfonL program will 
terminate following this page. 

-LP 
Normal printing, do not stop printing until the end of all specified files. 

Values: <integer between 1 and 9999> 
The page number which is the last page to be printed. Any integer between 1 and 
9999 may be specified. 

Esamples: +LP 4 
Pare number 4 viii be t.he la■t. pace print.eel. 

-LP 
Normal print.inJ, end print.ing aft.er t.he Ir.it. page. 

Noles: 
LP works with the same number that would be printed on a page; ie., the one specified 
with the Initial Page Number (PN) parameter. 

Suggestions.;. . 
Use this parameter in conjunction with the First Page (FP) parameter to select one, or a 
sequence of pages to be printed. This is particularly useful if you need to reprint a 
portion of a document, but not the entire document. 
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LW -- Line Width Line Width -- LW 

Specify the maximum width of a printed line. 

·•••·•·•···•··•• .. ·· .. ····">J • Il§:~M,-l:@l +LW <real number between O and 8 inches> 

Usage: +LW <real number between O and 8 inches> 
lndicat.e the- width of printed lines of t.ext. The width is measured from the len 
margin .. Thus a lef\ margin of 1 inch (+LM 1) and a line width of 7 inches (+LW 7) 
yields a line end of 8 inches. The line width is of particular importance for \j, \c 
and \r embedded coll)mands. Turning off the line width is not allowed; neither -LW or 
+LW O would allow any characters to be printed. 

Values: <real number between O and 8 inches> 
The width of· the line in inches. The sum of the lef\ margin (LM) and the line width 
(LW) should not exceed· 8 inches for MX80 or 13.6 inches for MX100 printers. If it 
does, an error message will be displayed and the margin set to the minimum. 

Esamples: +LW 5 +LM 1.5 
Line vidt.h of 5 inche1, left. margin 1.5 inchee, implied line end at. 6.5 inchot from left. edge of paper. 

+LW 8 -LM 
Line vidt.h of 8 inchea, no left, m1r1in (0 inchn), implied line end at. 8 inch• from left. ed1e of pt.per. ·. 

Notes: 
If a printed line exceeds the line width, 
terminal and the line will be truncated. 
(see \j embedded oommandi 

Su99e.slion.s: 

a message will be displayed on the user,s 
No justification will occur for such a line 

Use Screen Display (SD) to quickly check line widths. 
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NF -- Not On First Page Not On First Page -- NF 

Control the printing of Headers and Footers on the first page. 

Usage: +NF 
Disable printing of the Header Line (HL) and Foot.er Line (FL) on the first page of 
text only. Any header and footer specified by HL and FL parameters will be printed on 
the second and subsequent pages. 

-NF 
Retain the normal operation of the Header Line (HL) and Footer Line (FL) parameters. 

Values: 
none 

Bsamples: +NF 
Di1&ble print.inc of header and foot.er lines on f irat. page only. 

-NF 
Normal print.inc of header and foot.er lines on all pages. 

Notes: 
TM and BM are not aff ect.ed by NF. 

Suggeslion.s: 
Use the +NF parameter to print letters, and documents with a title page where the first 
page should not have a header or footer (e.g. page numberl but where subsequent pages 
should have this information. 
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PF -- Process FormFeeds Process FormFeecls -- PF 

Enable/Disable recognition of Control-L characters as page feeds. 

U.st.ige: +PF 
Any Control-L characters (ASCII decimal 12) in the text will be treat.ad as if they 
are \p commands. That is, they cause the current page to be ejected and a new 
page to be printed. · 

-PF 
Any Control-L characters (decimal 12) in the text are ignored. They do not force a 
new page and are not printed. 

Valu1.s: 
none 

8samp/1s: +PF 
Con,rol-L in '4sx, viii force a nev page. 

-PF 
Oon,rol-L in '4sx, viii be ignored. 

Nol8s: 
The PF parameter does nol impact the \p embedded command. 

Sugg1slions: 
-PF is useful for printing assembler listings and other text which may include 
embedded form feed characters (Control-Li 
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PG -- Paginate Paginate -- PG 

Shorthand for enabling or disabling all top and boLtom margin parameters. 

0 li#iii'.:::t?::::+:::z~?:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::.::::::::::::::::::::::.::::::::::::::::::::::::::::f ~f.!f.0.Y'.+.@JI 

C 

0 

Vsa9e: +PG 
Enable normal function of the Top Margin (TM), Bottom Margin (BM), Header 
Margin (HM), Header Line (HL), Footer Margin (FM), Footer Line (FL) and Page 
Length (PL) parameters. 

-PG 
Turn off (disable) all the top and bottom margin parameters (-TM, -BM, -HM, -HL, 
-FM, -FL, -PL). This allows Pfont to follow pagination and margin directives from 
other word processing software. Normal text files will print as one continous stream of 
text with no top or bottom margins. 

Values: 
none 

Esamp/es: +PG 
Normal paginat.ion. 

-PG 
Text. vill be printed continuously vit.h no top or bot.t.om margins. 

Noles: 
none 

Su99estions: 
Normally use the default, +PG. Use -PG if your text already includes page breaks~ top 
and bottom margins, headers and footers. 
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PL -- Page Length Page Length -- PL 

Specify the length of a printed page including top and bottom margins. 

{I sage: +PL <real number between O and 150 inches> 
Indicate the total length of a page from the t.op of the paper to the bottom of the 
paper. A new page will be printed after the specified number of vertical inches has 
been printed (including top and bottom margins). The page length must exceed the sum of 
the top and bott.om margins. 

-PL 
Perform no pagination (same as +PL O). There will be no page breaks and no bottom 
margin. The top margin on the first page will be printed however. 

Values: <real number between O and 150 inches> 
The height of a page in inches. +PL O is equivalent to -PL. 

Esamples: +PL 4 
Print u1inJ 4 inch paJoe. 

-PL 

Notes: 
Maximum page length is 150 inches, however -PL (+PL O) specifies no paging and thus 
an infinile page length. 

Suggestions: 
Use short pages for printing mailing or diskette labels. -PL (+PL O) 1s useful for 
continuous printing without any page breaks. 
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PN -- Initial Page Number Initial Page Number -- PN 

Specify the number Lo be associated with Lhe first page. 

C lalf,l,ffl'@ +PN <integer between O and 9999> or -PN [default +PN ti; 
:• 

(/sa9e: +PN <integer between O and 9999> 
Normally, if 
or +PN 1). 
using +PN. 

pages are numbered, the numbering sequence will begin with page 1 (-PN 
If you require a different starting page, specify that page number by 

-PN 
Use the default initial page number (1). Same as +PN 1. 

Values: <integer between O and 9999> 
An integer which is the page number to be associated with the first page. The page 
number must not exceed 4 digits. 

Ezample.s: +PN 5 
Begin numbering the first page aa page number 5. 

+PN 50 
Be1in numbering ~he firs~ page aa number 50. 

Notes: 
The page number is only printed if the embedded command \s# is used t.o 
indicate where the page number is to be print.ed on each page. Page numbers are 

,-.,generally print.ed in either the header line or foot.er line, but can be printed 
\.,anywhere in the t.ext. First Page (FP), Last Page (LP) etc. will ref er to the numbering 

of pages specified by the PN parameter. 

Su99eslions: 
The initial page number paramet.er is convenient for printing different sections of a 
document using different "runs" of Pfont. For example, if the first section covers 
pages 1 to 12 then specify +PN 13 when printing the next section. Page numbers must be 
integers, however a compound page number such as P-48 can be printed by a string such 
as P-\s#. 

0 
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PP -- Page Pause Page Pause -- PP 

Control automatic and manual loading of paper. 

Usage: +PP 
Manual paper feed. Printing viii stop at the end of each page and the printer viii 
6ee p to indicate end of page. When any key on the keyboard is depressed, 
printing will resume. 

-PP 
Normal, continuous form paper feed. The printer will continuously feed paper and 
print each page until the end of the document. 

Values: 
none 

Esamples: +PP 
Printer will pt,UIO after each printecl page. 

-PP 
Normal, cont.inuou1 form print.inc. 

Noles: 
1. +PP attempts to disable the printer•s paper out detection circuitry; however, the 
Epson printers do not allow the disabling of this parameter in graphics mode ( which is 
used for ~ A..t printingl If you wish to supply paper manually (special 
paper etc.) then you must manually disable the paper out detection. This is done by 
either setting the internal printer switch which disables paper out detection or by 
placing a piece of paper over the paper out detector on the left side of the printer 
platen. 
2. The printer may be turned off Lo allow you to more easily change paper 
following a page pause, make sure to turn it back on. 
8. You should probably use -TM when using +PP because it is difficult to position 
single sheets of paper in the printer to properly print at the top of the paper. 

Suggestions: 
Use this parameter when feeding one sheet of paper at a time. For example when 
printing on bond paper, leLLerhead, or preprinted forms. 
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RD -- Rough Draft Rough Draft -- RD 

' ' [default -RDj~ 

[.I sage: +RD <int.ager between O and 2> 
SelecL a rough drafL pr_inting mode. 

-RD 
Do not use any rough draft mode, use the normal, high quality printing (same as +RD 0). 

Values.· 
0 
1 
2 

<int.ager between Q and 2> 
Normal printing (high quality, low speed) same as -RD. 
Draft printing (medium quality, faster speed). 
Sandpaper printing (low quality, fast speed). 

Esamples: +RD 2 
C•uae •II print.ing t.o be •t. hi(h apeed. 

-RD 
Higheat qu.lit.y, fiHl copy printing. 

Notes: 
-RD 216 DPI (Dots Per Inch) vertical, 120 DPI horizontal 
+RD 1 72 DPI vertical, 120 DPI horizontal 
+RD 2 72 DPI vertical, 60 DPI horizontal O More fonts fit into memory during rough drafL printing, further increasing printing speed. 

Su99estions: 

0 

+RD 2 is very fast and should be used to preview pagination; line widths and 
general page layout +RD 1 produces reasonable quality and can be used for drafts 
and some finished documents. Use -RD (+RD 0) for final, high quality printing. (See 
Screen Display (SD) for other drafting possibilities). 
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SD -- Screen Display Screen Display -- SD 
. 

Preview, on the terminal, the text to be print.ad. 

I 

-SD 
It II t ft t I tnllee 

Ill """'l ttttttt 11111111 • default: -SD]: 
:-

Usage: +SD 
Display output on - the user's terminal in a manner similar to that in which it would 
be printed. Do not actually print. 

-SD 
Normal printing - do not p~eview the document. 

Values: 
none 

Bsamples: +SD 
PrOYiev documeD, OD krmiD&l, DO priD\inr. 

-SD 
Normal priD\iq, DO pre,iev. 

Notes: 
1. When using +SD, output is displayed at the user's terminal rather than being 
printed. The output is displayed with the arguments for embedded commands visible. For 
example, if \f3 appears in the text file, the ~ will appear in the processed ted 
during screen display. 
2. If +SD is indicated, no fonts will be loaded in memory in order to increase the . 
speed of previewing (the information normally loaded in memory is not used in this 
mode). 
8. The Screen Display parameter will preview line width problems and page breaks, 
but does not display on your console an exact view of printed output (i.e. no visual 

-font changes or proportional spacingl 
4. +SD causes display output paging (the --more-- message) to remain in effect. 
Paging is normally turned off during printing. 

Su !I geslions. · 
+SD is a quick way to determine proper line widths and preview a document. See the 
First Page (FP) parameter for an even quicker way to check line widths. 
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SP -- Interline Space Interline Spaee -- SP 

Control Lhe whiLe space between prinLed lines. 

l{!l![liilml!l!:l:i +SP <real number between O and 150 inches> 'or -SP [defaulL: +SP .045~j 

U .sage: +SP <real number between O and 150 inches> 
Indicate the amount of white space t.o appear between printed lines. The distance being 
measured is from the bottom of one line to Lhe top of the next 

-SP 
Indicate that no white space is Lo appear between printed lines (same as +SP 0). 

Values: <real number between O and 150 inches> 
The amount of white space Lo appear between printed lines, measured in inches. A 
value of O ( or -SP) will cause lines to be printed as close to each other as possible 
(see section E.2 for details). 

E:.ramples: +SP .5 
Lene .5 inches of white sp•ce betveen printed lines. 

-SP 
Lene no white •p•ce between printed lines. 

Notes: 
1. The actual white space is measured in printers points (1/7'J!ld inch1 The 
specified inches are converted to points by truncating fract.ional poin\s (e.g . . 8 inches 
converts to 57 points). 
2. Depending upon the heights and depths of fon~ on 2 successive print lines, 
more white space than requested may appear. In this case, a message indicating the 
number of extra points of white space is displayed (this may happen even for blank 
lines). See section E.2 for a description of interline spacing. 
3. The default spacing (.045 inches) is 3 points. 

Suggestions: 
Use the \ v command in text to temporarily override spacing. 
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SU -- Substitute Substitute -- SU 

Specify substitution strings for \s commands embedded in text files . 

... •••••••••••• .. ••••••• .. , • • ••• t t ttlltt lltllletttt I t ltf.~iiil\H~i +SU <list of 1 Lo 10strings> or -SU 

{/.sage.· +SU <list of 1 to 10 strings> 
Specify the contents and order of strings to be substituted for \s commands. 
The first string corresponds to \sO in the text, the second to \sl, etc. 

-SU 
Specify no substitution strings, any \s strings in the text will be flagged as 
errors. 

Values: <list of 1 to 10 strings> 
1 to 10 strings may be listed. Each string may include any embedded command including 
the \s command. If a string includes spaces or special Pfont characters ("!11, 

11?11, etc.) surround the string with double quotes (""t Each _string must be no longer 
than one line of text. The strings are numbered O to 9 to allow easy specification of a 
maximum of 10 strings. 

E sampl e.s: +SU "The \f2Fancy FontTM~f0 System" "October 1, 190111 

Subatitut.e t.he at.ring The ~ ~T System for· e&ch occurrence of \sO in 
the t.ext. file. Notice the ch&nge of font.. Alao aubetitut.e t.he d&t.e Oc\ol>er !,. 1901 for each 
occurrence of \sl in t.he t.e:1t file. 

+SU Xyzzx Xylophone ''1.ebra?" 
Subatit.ute Xy11:1 for \sO, Xylophone for \sl .nd Zebra? for \s2. 

Noles: 
If the +SU parameter is specified on the CP /M command line, the first word of each 
substitution string will be capitalized; all other words in the string will be all 
lower case. To retain your desired capitalization use interactive mode or parameter 
input file. 

Su99e.slion.s: 
+SU and \s commands can be combined to associate st yl e.s with paragraphs 
or other sections of text. Define a string containing all the embedded commands (fonts, 
underlining etc.) which define up to 10 .styles to be used in your documents. Then 
use the appropriate strings at the start of each paragraph, section, etc. Other uses 
include specification of frequently used phrases and information that you may wish to 
change each time a document is printed (e.g. date, addressee). 
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TB -- Tabs Tabs -- TB 

To clear or set evenly spaced or explicit tab stops. 

Usage: +TB <list of 1 to 15 real numbers (inches)> 
Set up to 15 tab stops. 

-TB 
Do not process any tabs; if a tab is detected in the text, an error message will be 
displayed on the terminal. 

Values: <list of 1 to 15 real numbers (inches)> 
The real numbers specify tab stops in inches. If only 1 number is given, then up 
to 15 evenly spaced tab stops will be set (the spacing will be the indicated number 
of inches). If more than one number is indicated, then a tab stop will be set at 
each of the indicated locations. The numbers must be in increasing order and must be 
less than the line width. All tab stops are set relative to the left margin. 

Esamples: +TB 1.5 4.25 6.75 
Set 8 t.&b stops, the first 1.5 inches from t.he left mugin, t.he second 4.25 inches from left. mugin, etc. 

+TB .8 
Set 15 t&b stops, .8 inches &put (i.e . . 8, 1.6, 2.4 ... inches from the left m&r(in). 

Notes: 0 Remember that the tabs are measured from the left margin. 

Suggestions: 
See \t, \a and \i commands for use of tabs and for tab alternatives. 
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TM -- Top Margin Top Margin -- TM 

Specify the amount of white space to appear before the Lop of the main body of text on 
a page. 

m~~l*#!W.#.¥1~f':'.TM <re~l nu~b~r bei~~~~ 0 a~d i50 inches> 11

0~ -TM 1[d~f~~lt: +T~l:is~; 

(.I sagtJ: +'TM <real number between O and 150 inches> 
The amount of white space to place at the top of each page. This is the distance 
from the actual top of the page to the top of the first line of text on the page (other 
than a header line). 

-TM 
Do not leave any white space at the top of each page, no top margin (same as +TM oi 
Values: <real number between O and 150 inches> 
A number between O and' 150. inches. This is the amount of white space to be left at 
the top of each page. 

Esamples: +TM 3.5 
Leuo & 8.6 inch top m&rgin on e&ch page. 

-TM 
No '°P margin. 

NottJs.· 
1. The top margin is actually measured in printer points (1/72nd inches). The 
number of inches is converted to poinw, any fractional points are ignored. 
2. If lhere is no top margin (-TM), then lhere can be no Header Line (HLi 
8. If HL is specified, the .top margin must be large enough to accommodate the 
height of the header line plus the header margin (HM). 

SuggtJ.slions: 
If you change the Page Length (PL) you will probably want Lo also change the top and 
bottom margins (TM and BMi 
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P.4 COMMANDS WHILE PRINTING 

These commands are only available when printing is in progress. U takes a little 
while to get used to these since there is not immediate response when one of these 
commands is entered. Type any of these commands one, printing /,as started, 
however the command will not 6e acted upon until tl,4 .start of printing of a n,,u 
prinl line. Furthermore, the print line must be in the main body of text, i.e. not 
the header or footer line. These commands require a bit of patience but nevertheless 
can be quite useful. 

'Con&rol-P' Stop printing current page and skip to the next page. Use this 
command to advance to the next page when the current page has an error or is otherwise 
not worth printing. If you know in advance that you want to use Control-P, try using the 
FP and/or LP parameters for better control. 

'Control-F' Stop printing the current file and skip to the next file. Use 
this if you notice · errors in the current file and wish to continue printing the contents 
of any remaining files. 

'Control-C' Stop all printing and exit Pfont. Use this if you want to 
immediately quit printing. Control-C can be used to temporarily stop printing to allow 
paper to be repositioned. Make sure to answer 'n' when asked if you really want to 
quit. Press one additional key to continue printing. · 

P.5 ERROR INTERACTION 

Since Pfont is quite flexible in allowing input to be specified in a variety of ways, 
it is difficult for Pfont to predict the cause of errors. Therefore, Pfont provides 
clear indication of where the error occurred, the problem detected and a choice of 
options as to how to proceed. The options deal with any input which follows the error 
and generally allow insertion of new input, selective deletion of existing input, 
continuing as if there were no error, or restarting from the beginning. Dealing with 
errors is simple if one parameter and one value is typed on each line. It becomes more 
complicated when the command line interaction, parameter input files and multiple 
parameters on a line are used. 

When an error is encountered the unexpected input, as indicated in the error message, is 
discarded. Any remaining input can still be processed if you so desire. You can 
insert, delete, continue with the remainder of input or backup to leave a parameter 
(such as a font list). <E> is added to the normal prompt to indicate that you are 
currently recovering from an error and therefore have some special options. 

The error recovery options are: 

Normal Typing: 
inserted). 

Insert and continue normal processmg (type the input to be 

Control-B: Leave the current parameter and continue with other error correction opiions. 
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Control-D: Delete Lhe next input word and continue with other error correction 
options. A final Control-D will stop input from the current parameter input file (if any). 

Carriage Return (,).t. Process remaining input and return to normal interaction. 

Control-X: Discard all remaining inp_uL on the line containing an error 
(also stop input from parameter input file) and return to normal interaction (a 
combination of multiple Control-:-D's and a Carriage Return). 

In the following t.ranscript. of Pfont. error int.eraction, user input. is underlined, 
,). is 'carriage return' and commentary is in ,mall print,. 

B> Pfont Sample.ff +fo French12 RomnB12 +rd X Y +pl § 
ln,oke Pfont, t,o print, t,he cont.ent.a of file 
'Sample.ff' u■ing 2 font.■, rough draft, print,ing 
and a ,...e lengt,h of 6 inch•. 

Pf ont: Print with Fonts (Version x.x) 
Copyright (C) 1982 SofLCrafL Pfont, int,rocludory menar• 
Sample.ff +fo French12 Romnb12 +Rd X Y +Pl 6 

f Ji'rencb12 i■ an error (font. not, foudi The in

Font file 'French12' not found. 
'Frenc:h12' has been discarded. 

put, line i• echoed vit,h a point.er t,o t,he error. 
Font, not, on di■k. 

Remaining input: 
Romnb12 +Rd X Y +Pl 6 

Brroneou1 input. di■carded. 
The unproce■led input, i1 di1playe4 
and 10me help i1 pro,ided iadicat.ing 
errqr reco,ery opt.ion. 

Insert input or press 'Return' to continue 
Control-D to delete next input word, Control-B to backup 
Control-X to ignore all remaining input and continue 
FO Fonts<E> i Prompt. indicat.e■ error recovery in progreil, 

font, file name1 ezpect.ed. UHr t.JpN ,). t,o 

cont,inue proc-■ing input,. 
Anot.her error, Xi• vroq. Romnb12 +Rd X Y +Pl 6 

f An int.e(er i1 required for RD paramet.er. 
Integer was expected. 

'X' has been discarded. 
Remaining input: 

Y +Pl 6 
Insert input or press 'Return' to continue 
Control-D to delete nen input word, Conkol-B to backup 
Control-X to ignore all remaining input and continue 
RD Rough Draft<E> Oonvol-D The uNr deciclel t,o pye up wit,Ja 

rough •raft, and t,o clean up l>y ieleliag 
t,Jae nezt. iapal, 'Y'. 

Remaining input: Nov only Pl panmet.er left 
· +Pl 6 
Insert input or press 'Return' to continue _ 
Control-D to delete nen input word, Conkol-B to backup 

I 
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Control-X to ignore all remaining input and continue 
RD Rough Draft<E> Control-B Since user decided not to u■e 

rough dn.ft, Control-B 'backs out' of 
the rough draft puamet.er. 

<E> l User presses ) t.o continue by processing 
remaining input, (i.e. the Page 
Length parameter.) 
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Part·E -- Editing Fonts 

Any charact.er in any font set can be edited using any standard text editor. 
Characters or logos can also be created using a ted editor and then installed in a 
new or existing font set using Efont. The basic operating sequence for editing a 
character is 1) create a t.ext file for a character using the Efont edit command, 
2) edit the character using a standard text editor, and finally 3) replace the 
original charact.er by using the Efont replace command. 

A character is defined by a pattern of dots (sometimes referred to as pixels); Lhe 
Epson allows printing of as many as 216 dot.s per inch vertically and 120 per inch 
horilont.ally. For example, a magnified 'A' might look. like this: 

• • • • • • • ••• • • • • ••••• • • • • ••• • •• 

If the edit command were applied to this character it would write a stand'-rd 
text file· with ast.erisks in place of the dot.s. The text file can then be edited with 
a ted -editor and -asterisks can be moved, added, or removed. . The replace 
command is able_ to read the modified file and convert the asterisks to the proper dot -· 
patt.ern. Besides the asterisks, there are three other it.ems of information written 
into the . t.ext file by the edit command. The first two items are left and right 
margins for the character, ie., the number of dot positions to be left blank around 
the character. Currently, these numbers must be positive or zero and normally, on 
small , font set.s, the left and right margins are each one. The third item is the 
relative height of the top dot in the character. We call this paramet.er ytop in 
the remainder of the manual. The absolute height is irrelevant, but when two fonts 
appear on the same line there must be some way of making the baselines of the 
characters- line up horilont.ally. · By convention (and pragmatics; see section E.2.1, 
. the section on minimum line spacing) the baselines of all of the distribut.ed fonts 
are at a height of seven, so the height of the top dot in the 'A' above would be 18. 
One use of the height information is in the construction of the superscript and 
subscript font.s. These font.s are identical to other fonts except that they have been 
moved up or down by varying the height parameter (this is conveniently done for an 
entire font using the Efont updown command). 

E.1 COMMANDS 

All command names are single letters and do not need to be followed by a 
carriage return. Immediately upon typing of the command letter the program will 
prompt the terminal for any required parameters. The list of available commands can 
be obtained by typing a question mark in response to the 'Command' prompt. Question 
mark generally d@i nm. provide help when parameters are being requested by the 
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program. Unlike the Pfont program, Efont uses the standard CP /M terminal interface, so 
Control-C will exit immediately (when in type-in mode) and the normal CP/M line ~ 0 editing characters prevail. The command descriptions follow. 'fill 

0 

0 

I -- Load Load a font set for editing or inspection. The terminal will be 
prompted for a font file name. The complete font name, including the 'Jon' extension 
must be typed. Upon successful loading, font- parameters such as top and bottom row, 
top and bottom blank points, and commentary will be displayed on the terminal 
(section E.2 describes these parameters). Any font previously loaded will be erased 
from memory. If there is not enough memory for the font then nothing will be loaded, 
but the previous font will still be erased. If the previously loaded font had been 
modified and not saved, then the terminal will be prompted for confirmation. Note, 
there is slightly more space available for loading a font at the first load 
command than for subsequent loads; if there is not enough room for a font try 
starting Efont afresh. 

s -- Save Save the modified font set. Any replacements or other 
modifications made to a loaded font can be made permanent by saving the modified font 
on disk. The terminal will be prompted for a font file name; type the entire name 
including the 'Jon' extension. If you try to overwrite an existing file the terminal 
will be prompted for confirmation. 

p -- Print Print a set of expanded characters to the printer. A sequence 
of one or more characters can be expanded into their asterisk representation and 
printed on the printer. The terminal will be prompted for a range of characters to 
print (type their decimal ASCII codes). 

e -- Edit Edit a set of characters by creating a text file for each. One 
or more characters can be expanded into their asterisk representation and saved into a 
text file. The file can subsequently be edited with any text editor and then the 
modified character can be reinstalled in the same font or a different font with the 
replace command. The terminal will be prompted for a range of characters to 
edit (type their decimal ASCII codes). If more than one character is specified then 
text files with names of "A<nnn>.edf", where "<nnn>" is the decimal ASCII code for the 
edited character, will be created, one file for each character, e.g., 'a65.edf'. If 
only one character is to be edited the terminal will be prompted for a file name for 
the edit output. 

r -- Replace Replace a set of characters with their edit file 
specifications. This is generally used in conjunction with the edit command, 
but can also be used to read in characters or logos created from scratch with a text 
editor. The terminal will be prompted for a range of characters to be replaced and 
the replacement file names follow the same convention as do the edit command 
file names. The text file specification of the character to be replaced should begin 
with three integers, left margin, right margin, and !/top values, respectively 
( see section E.2 for a detailed discussion of the role of !Ito p). The rest of 
the file should be asterisks and spaces indicating the dot pattern of the new 
character. Look at a filE;l created by the edit command for an example of the 
required file format. See section E.3 for a discussion of the maximum character size. 
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If WordSt.ar is used to edit these files be sure to use non-document mode to ensure 
creation of a CP /M compatible file. 

d -- Display Display an expanded character on the terminal screen, This 
is similar to the print command, but output is to the terminal and only a 
single character is displayed. 

m -- Margins Modify the margms of a range of characters. The left and 
right margins can be set to different values for a range of characters. The terminal 
will be prompted for a range of characters and for new left and right margin values. 
(The "box width" of a character is the horizontal distance taken up by the character 
on a line. It is the "ink width" of the character plus the left and right margins. 
There is currently no way to set the overall box width of a set of characters to a 
uniform number other than by individually changing the margins of characters 
according to the ink width of the character.) The margins must be numbers in the 
range O to 120. A space character is just a character with a left and/or right 
margin but no ink. Different sized spaces can be made by changing the margins of 
character codes that were previously un~efined in the font. 

t -- Test Test the font by printing a string on the. printer. After 
replacements or other changes have been made it' is useful to test the new font. This 
command prompts for a string to be printed. A carriage return ends the string input. 
The only Pfont embedded commands that are recognized are 1\d>, 1\u1 and '\ \'. 

Zap (remove) a set of characters from the currently loaded font set 

u -- Updown Specify a value to move characters up or down by when the 
edit command is used. The terminal will be prompted for a positive or negative 
integer. A positive integer indicates that characters should be moved up (by changing 
the ytop value) when they are edited with the edit command. A negative 
integer means move them down. The edit, di.splay, and print commands 
are the only commands affected by updown. To move characters up or down and 
make the changes permanent, use: 1) updown, 2) edit, 3) replace, 4) 
save. See section E.3 for a discussion of the maximum and minimum allowable 
vertical locations of characters. Note that this command has no immediate effect on 
the font, but is only used in conjunction with the edit command. 

a -- Aui:info Display and/or modify the auxiliary font information. Auxiliary 
information includes font descriptive commentary and the top and bottom blank points 
values (section E.2 describes these parameters). This command prints the current 
values and then asks if they should be changed. Entering a carriage return will 
always leave the values unchanged. Use this command also to get a quick listing of 
defined and undefined characters in a font. 

q -- Quit Quit. If any changes have not been made permanent by saving the 
font, then Efont will prompt for confirmation. 
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E.2 PRINTING MECHANICS 

Because of the parameters of the Epson print head and the minimum allowable 
paper movement we find it convenient to define a new term called a "print head row" 
or just 0row11• A row contains up to 24 vertical dot locations and is 8 points in 
height (yielding the 3 dots per point, or 216 dots per inch, resolution of the 
Epson). Therefore, an 8 point font usually fits into one row. In rough drafL 
mode 1, one row is printed with one pass of the print head, thus printing at most 8 
dots (only 8 pins of the print head are usable in graphics mode). In final draft 
mode three passes of the print head are required to fill in all 2-4: dot.s. However, in 
either case the height of the row is 8 points; in final drafL mode the dots are 
closer t.ogether. The concept · of "row" and the two printing modes are depicted in the 
following diagram . 

••• 
• • • • 
• 
• ••• 

rough 

• • 

• • 
final 

The dots between the horizontal lines constitute one row. Top and bottom rows are 
specified for each font to define the vertical location of the font relative to other 
fonts. The row number for a given height is the height divided by 24 (for positive 
numbers), and, again, the number has only relative, not absolute significance. For 
example, a font consisting of just the letter •r above, assuming the top dot was at 
height 23 (i.e. a ylop value of 23), would have lop row of zero and 
6ottom row of 0. If the y/op value were 22 instead, the font would have 
a lop ro,u value of zero, but a /Jottom row value of -1 because the lowest 
dot would fall into the next lower row as in the following diagram. 

• • 

....... 

(row -1) 
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This has implica£ions for both the mm1mum interline spacing and 
for the font file storage size as explained below. The t.op. and bott.om row values for 
a font are the maximum Lop and minimum bottom for all characters in the font. Not.e 
that with respect to the example above a font containing the letter 'I' would usually 
have lower case letters as well as· the 'I', and the descenders of the lower case 
letters would fall into the -1 row anyway. 

Two other height related parameters besides top and bottom row are associated 
with a font. These parameters indicate the relative position of a font w.hln 
the top and bottom row and are expressed as the number of points of blank space at 
the top of the top row and at the bottom of the bott.om row. For example, if the 
ytop value of the 'I' was 20 then there would be three dots, or 1 point, of 
blank space in the top row of the 'I'. Therefore, if the 'I' was the highest 
charact.er in the font then the font would have a. top 6/anl; points value of 1 
point. In the same situation the 'I' would extend 3 dots into row -1 (since there 
are 24 dots total in the 'I') and, if the 'I' was the lowest character in the font 
then the font would have a 6ottom ·6/ ant points value of 7 points. These values 

. affect the interline spacing as described in the next section. 

E.2.1 INTERLINE SP ACING LIMITATION 

The top 6/anl; points and 6ottom 6/ant points values are combined in 
the Pfont program to determine the interline gap or the amount of white space between 
two lines of text. Consider two consecutive lines of text where the upper line has a 
bottom 6/ant points of 11upperbp11 and the lower line has a top blank 
points value of "lowertp". The minimum interline gap between these two lines is 
"upperbp+lowertp-7". For example, consider the 'I' font where the ytop of the 
'P is 20 again. Two consecutive lines of this font would yield a "upperbp" of 7 and 
a "lowertp" of 1, so the minimum interline gap would be '7+1-711 or one point. That 
is, it would be impossible to have the bottom of the upper 11' just touch the top of 
the lower 1I'; there would be at least one point of space (3 dots) regardless of the 
value of the 1+sp1 . parameter. 

Alternatively, look at the original 'I' font that had a ytop value of 23. 
Here "upperbp" would be zero and "lowertp" would also be zero yielding a minimum 
spacing of -7 points. That is, the two lines could theoretically overlap by 7 
points. (The current version of Pfont does not allow a negative '+sp' parameter, 
however, so the actual minimum spacing would be zero. Negative values may be allowed 
in future versions.) 

These two ~xamples point up the practical reason for choosing particular ytop 
values (or baseline value in Cfont). A wider range of '+sp1 values are possible when 
a font fits into the minimum number of rows, thus minimizing the sum of bottom 
6/ant points + top 6/anl; points. In Cfont, the standard font baseline of 7 
was chosen so that the descenders of the lower case letters in the 12 point font just 
fit into row zero. As a side benefit, minimizing the number of rows for a font 
minimizes the disk space required to store the font and also maximizes printing speed 
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by reducing the number of passes required to print the font. 

E.3 MAXIMUM CHARACTER SIZE 

The maximum character size is one inch wide by a little over one inch high. The 
figure below consists of two characters, a large box and a 12 point 'A' overprinted 
inside the box. The box is the largest character that can be handled by Efont. 

A 

The 1 A 1 overprinted inside the box indicates the relative vertical position of the 
baseline of the distributed fonts. The horizontal location of a character is 
determined by the left and right margin values. The solid tick mark at the left of 
the box is vertical location zero and the dotted mark is location seven, the default 
baseline. The maximum height (i.e., the maximum ytop value) is 167, the lowest 
dot is at height -72, and the range of horizontal values is O to 119. The 
replace command will ignore any dots lying outside the box. The generate 
command in Cfont also clips characters to fit in the box. See the 6asel ine 
command in Cfont for more information regarding placement of characters inside the 
vertical range. 
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Appendix 1 -- Glossary 

Ascender -- The stroke of any lowercase letter which extends above the top of an 
x, e.g., b, h. 

Baseline _:_ The location of the bottoms of most letters, e.g. A, x. Some 
characters descend below the baseline, e.g., g, p. 

CP /M -- A popular operating system for microcomputers. The full, but never used 
name is Control Program/Microcomputer. 

Descender -- The stroke of any lowercase letter which extends below the bottom of 
the baseline, e.g., g, p. 

Doi -- An element of the dot pattern that creates the type image of a 
character. Also, often used in this manual as a unit of horizontal measure equal to 
1/120'h inch. 

Em -- A . unit of distance equal to the width of an ,M, m a font, or a unit of 
area equal to that distance squared. (Not used in this manual.) 

Faee -- Face typically refers to the boldness of a font, i.e., boldface type. We 
use face to differentiate between regular, bold, and italic forms of a given font style. 

Fill -- To place as many words on a line as possible by drawing words from 
subsequent lines until the end of a paragraph is reached. 

Flush leU (or right) -- Type set to line up at the left (or right) margin. 

Font -- The complete assortment of type of one size, face, and orientation. 

Format -- The size, style, margins, printing requirements, etc. of a printed document. 

Hairline -- The thinnest part of a letter. 

Hershey database -- The Hershey character database is a set of characters created 
by Alan V. Hershey for the National Bureau of Standards. The Cfont program uses this 
database to construct new fonts. 

Halie -- Normally, a style of type with letters slanting to the right, patterned 
on a compact manuscript hand. Used in this manual to differentiate any right-slanting 
font from its related vertical font. 

Justify -- To space out lines by increasing the size of the spaces to make the right 
ends of the lines flush right. 

Kerning -- To adjust the spacing between two characters to account for apparent 
spacing anomalies created by specific character adjacency combinations. For example, 
'ox' looks more widely spaced than 'oo' even though the character margins are the same. 

Letterspaeing -- To place additional. space between each letter of a word to 
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better balance a line or emphasize a word. Pfont does not do letterspacing (look at 
a newspaper, it usually looks terrible). 

Logged dist -- Most microcomputers that run CP/M have more than one disk drive. 
CP /M has the notion of 'logged disk' to indicate on which drive to search for files. 
The currently logged disk is displayed as part of the CP/M· prompt, e.g., 1A>1 indicates 
that drive I A' is the logged disk. 

Pica -- Unit of measurement equal to 1/ffb inch .. 

Pixel -- Picture element or dot: 

Point -- Unit of measurement approximately equal to 1/71J!l4 inch. Usually used 
for ver.t.foal measurement 

Roman -- Letters with thick and thin strokes and serifs. 

Seale -- To change the size of an image by reducing or enlarging. 

Sans serif -- Letters without serifs and usually having strokes of apparently 
even thickness. 

Serif -- A smaller line used to finish off the main stroke of a letter, usually 
at Uie top or bottom of the stroke. 

0 Siem -- The veriical stroke of a letter. 

Siyle -- Font.s come in different styles, for example Roman, which has serifs, and 
Sans Serif, which does not. Other styles appearing in the manual are Old English and 
Script. 

x-height -- The height of lowercase letters without ascenders or descenders. 
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Appendix 2 -- Font Descriptions and Samples 

All font files adhere to the following naming convention. 

<fontname>.fon 

The 'fon' extension is assumed by Pfont if no extension is given to the arguments to the 
'+fo' parameter. For example, '+fo romn12' is equivalent to '+fo romn12.fon'. 
<fontname> can be further refined to the following form: 

<style>{ <face> }<size>{ <supersub>} 

where { <-.>} indicates an optional element. <style> examples are 'romn\ •sans', 
1olde>, and 1scrp' for Roman, Sans Serif, Old English, and Script respectively. 
<face> is optional and can be 'i1 or 1b' for italic and bold. (We are a litUe loose 
about the term italic. We use it to modify the Roman style, which is not strictly 

. accurate but is in common usage. Worse, we use it to describe "slanted" Sans Serif 
fonts. These are characters th~t are just slanted Sans Serif characters, but do not 
have the normal italic script-like curves.) <size> is the size of the font in 
printers points (generally the distance from the bottom of the lower case descenders 
to the top of the upper case letters, but sometimes adjusted for proper overall 
appearance). <supersub> is optional and is either 'p' for superscript· or 'b' for 
subscript. 

The currently available fonts are identified in the following table. An asterisk 
indicates a full, 95 ASCII printing character font and an 'x' indicates a partial 
font, but containing at least the upper and lower case alphabetics. 

8 10 ti 12 l4 18 20 40 (1ise) 
rib rib r i 1, rib r i b rib r i b rib (re1ular, iLalic, bold) 

roan • * * * I *** *** *** :I 

l&DI * • * * * * 
old• :I :I :I 

1crp :I :I :I :I :I 

The distribution package also includes 8 point subscript and superscript fonts, 
'romn8b' and 'romn8p', and some fonts containing special characters, 'ff*.fon'. 
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The following list gives Lhe font height paramet.ers as described in section E.2. Unless 
otherwise indicat.ed all font.s contain Lhe 95 ASCII printing characters, i.e., decimal 
ASCII codes 32 through 126 (see Appendix 8). Font samples appear on the following 
pages. 

filename 
Romn8.fon 
Romnl0.fon 
Romnll.fon 
Romn12.fon 
Romn18.fon 
Rorrin40.f on 
Romni10.f on 
Romni11.f on 
Romni12.f on 
Romni18.f on 
Romnb10.f on 
Romnb11.f on 
Romnb12.f on 
Romnb18.f on 
Romn8b.fon 
Romn8p.fon 

Sans8.fon 
Sansl0.fon 
Sansll.fon 
Sans12.fon 
Sans18.fon 
Sansi12.fon 
Olde18.fon 
Olde20.fon 
Olde40.fon 
Scrp12.fon 
Scrp14.fon 
ScrplB.fon 
Scrp20.fon 
Scrp40.fon 
Ff12.fon 

Ff20.fon 

Ff40.fon 

description. 
8 pt. Roman regular 
10 pt. Roman regular 
11 pt. Roman regular 
12 pt. Roman regular 
18 pt. Roman regular 
40 pt. Roman regular 
10 pt. Roman italic 
11 pt. Roman italic 
12 pt. Roman italic 
18 pt. Roman italic 
10 pt. Roman bold 
11 pt. Roman bold 
12 pt. Roman bold 
18 pt. Roman bold 
8 pt. Roman subscript 
8 pt. Roman superscript 

8 pt. Sans Serif regular 
10 pt. Sans Serif regular 
11 pt. Sans Serif regular 
12 pt. Sans Serif regular 
18 pL. Sans Serif regular 
12 pt. Sans Serif italic 
18 pt. Old English 
20 pt. Old English 
40 pt. Old English 
12 pt. Script 
14 pt. Script 
18 pt. Script 
20 pt. Script 
40 pt. Script 
12 pt. Special Chars 

20 pt. Special Chars · 

40 pt. Special Chars 
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km I0ll. bottom r.mt. ·io.R .blank. bottom blank 
0,0,0,1 
1,0,6,0 
1,0,6,0 
1,0,5,0 
1,-1,1,7 
3,-1,0,0 alphabetics only 
1,0,6,0 
1,0,6,0 
1,0,5,0 
1,-1,1,7 
1,0,6,0 
1,0,6,0 
1,0,5,0 
1,-1,1,7 
0,-1,2,6 
1,0,7,6 false top blank for better 

fit with standard fonts 
0,0,0,1 
1,0,6,0 
1,0,6,0 
1,0,5,0 
1,-1,1,7 
1,0,5,0 
1,-1,1,6 missing characters [\)+-{},~ 
2,-1,7,5 missing characters [\]+-{r 
8,-1,0,0 missing characters· [\J+-{r 
1,-1,5,6 missing characters [\]+-{r 
1,-1,4,5 missing characters [\]+-{r 
1,-1,2,3 missing characters [\]+-{}N 
2,-1,7,3 missing characters [\]+-{}N 
4,-2,0,0 missing characters [\]+-{r 
1,0,5,0 only a few characters, 

see the samples below 
2,-1,7,2 only a few characters, 

see the samples below 
4,-2,0,0 only a few characters, 

see the samples below 
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Roman style, regular fare (Romn*.fon) 

8 

10 

II 

12 

18 

40 

A rood cbarac\er i, for remeabraoce. 
P\ah-Ho\ep, [01\ruc\ion 

A good ch&r&ct.or is for romombr&nco. 
Pt.&h-Hot.ep, Inst.ruction 

A good character is for remembrance. 
Ptah-Hotep, Instruction 

A good character is for remembrance. 
Ptah-Hotep, Instruction 

A good character is for remembrance. 
Ptah-Hotep-, Instruction 

A good character is for 
PtahHotep Instructio 

Roman style, italic fare (Romni*.fon) 

10 There ,·., a .spfr,"tuality about the /ace ... wA,·ch the typewr,·ter doe.s not gener 
Sfr Arthur Oonan Doyle., The Sol,"tary Oycl,·.st 

11 Tlure is a spirituality alJbut t!,1 face .. : ,ul,ic/, //,e lyp,,uriler tiou nol 11nerlll1 
Sir .Arl/,ur Conan .Doyle, 1'1,e Solitary Cycli.Jt 

12 There is a spirituality a6out the face ... which the typewriter does not 
. Sir Arthur Conan .Doyle., The Solitary Cyclist 

1a There is a spirituality a6out the face ... which the t 
Sir Arthur Conan Doyle✓ The Solitary Cyclist 
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Roman style, bold faoo. (Romnb*.fon) 

0 10 • Boldne11 ha, geniu1, power and magic in i,. 
Goelhe, fau,, 

11 Boldness has genius, power and magic io it 
Goethe, Faust 

12 Boldness has genius, power and magic in it. 
Goethe, Faust 

18 Boldness has genius, power and magic in it. 
Goethe, Faust 

Script (Scrp*.fon) 

12 ~ "'"" "" .... ~ 
0 

,,,,,,..., XJJ,. :I~ 9'.-.u.~., 

14 :JO/AO#/ ma., WJ, "' ccwc,,. 

10hM4, x.14,, ~r:,JJ;J,, 5>~ 

18 9',CIHW:Af '"WM/ hJJ, ~ ~-
,~ XJ4,, :leolli,J,, :P~ 

40 :}~ TnCUf lc;jj (9/fl, CWl'-0. 

0 J~X4,Y~9r-
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Sans Serif, regular fare (Sans*.fon) 
8 Simplici\y of cherac\er is no h~drance \o sub\le\y of in\ellec\. 

John, Viscoun\ Morley of Blackburn, t.ife of Olads\one 

10 Simplicit.y of charact.er is no hindrance t.o subtlet.y of int.ellect.. 

John, Viscount. Morley of Blackburn, Life of Oladst.one 

11 Simplicity or character is no hindrance \o sub\le\y of intellect 
John, Viscount Morley of Blackburn, Life of Gladstone 

12 Simpticity of character is no hindrance to subtlety of intellect. 

John, Viscount Morley of Blackburn, Life of Gladstone 

18 Simplicity of character is no hindrance to subtlety of intell 
John, Viscount Morley of Blackburn, Life of Gladstone 

Sans Serif, italic fare (Sansi*.fon) 
12 Simplit-it_y of character is no llindrance to su/Jtlet_y of intellect. 

- Jolln, Viscount Mor/e_y of Blat:lr/Jurn, life of Gladstone 

Qld English (Olde*.fon) 
18 m.t,is is t.t,1 s.ort .of Englis.t, 

up wit.t, w.t,ir.t, J will n.ot put. 
Winston at.t,urr.t,Ul 

20 m4is is t4, sort of iEnglis4 
up wit4 w4i,4 11 will not put. 

Winston atqur,4u1 

40 C!rt,is is tqr sort of itnglisl] 
up witq wqtrq ll will not 

Winston @qurr4ill 
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Special Characters (Ff*.f on) 

Displayed as "the character you type" followed by an equal sign followed by 

the "character that is printed". 

12 F=s; a=. n= ... C=!! y=,, 
t=, T=T M=M C=o 
*- i= {=r-1 -· }=~ 

20 a=a, Y='J 
t=t 

Il='Tl, 

T=T 
C=c 
M=M A=...,.,..,.,:-:-:-:-:-................... :-:-......... . 

G= •,•,.,.i.:.,·.·.:,.,,..,.. h=I 
It ct 

g =-:i'.i'.l'.tl:tl;ti'.i;i;i;i;i h=i" 

40 F=g, a=CL n=?v C=V Y=lj -
t=t 

T M 

O=~ T= M= 
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Appendix 3 -- Using~ !f,.,,.,t with WordStar 

WordStar and other currently available personal computer text ediLing and word 
processing software does not consider the different horizontal and vertical sizes of 
different fonts. Ndr does it consider the widths of characters within a given font set. 
T~er~fore, the formatLing features of these text editors are not too useful when 
pnntmg with the ~ 5'-,J system. 

To overcome this deficiency in existing personal computer software, the ~ ~ 
system provides its own horizont.al and vertical formatting features. However, the 
~ $.,,J system does not move words from one line of text to another (the 
Wor~Star wort,! wrap feature). Thus it is advisable to disable all formatting 
functions of your text editor other than those which assist in making line ending decisions. 

The procedure for printing with ~ !f,.,,J is as follows: 

1. Crea~ a text file possibly cont.aining embedded~ !#..J commands. 
2. Print ~xt using Pfont and possibly specifying a variety of printing features. 

When creating the text file the user must make line ending decisions, but should 
not u~~ justification, cen~ring, pagination or other formatting features of the 
text ed1tmg or word processing software. 

If you are using WordSta.r, do the following: 

1. Enter the document mode. 
2. Turn justification o I I (Control-0 J). 
3. Make sure word wrap is on (Control-0 W). 
4. Set the right margin - approximate the number of characters per line based 

upon the Line Width (LW) and current font. 88 chararacters per line is a 
good approximation for +LW 6.5 and font Romn12; 100 characters per line for 
-+-LW 6.5 and font. RomnlO. For example, Control-0 R 88 J. 

5. Use the ten edit.or in the normal manner, however insert ~ ~ 
embedded commands to select fonts, cent.er, just.if y etc. You will not actually 
see the results of these commands until you prin~ the text. Do not use tabs, 
but use the~ S...t \t' command instead. 

When. finished editing. saTe you: file in the normal manner. Print the source 
text file you just created by ~ Pfont. If you try t.o print a file created by the 
WordStar Print feature, use the ?font -PG feature so that Pfont will not try to 
format your text on to; of w formatt.ing that wa.e done by WordStar. This is not 
recommended since W~dS~ vU: not ~ able t.o properly paginate (remember that 
WordStar does not know ;ne hei~.h; or vidth of :Ja,,,.,,LJ 9_,/, characters). 

When WordStar h_yphen.a..;.es a. ._.0 r~ i: p~ a •aoH hypnen 11 in the document. The soft 
hyphen is actually ASC-~ CCGS 3:_ j.-1.1 of ;he no:mal distributed fonts come with an 
actual hyphen installed for A.S.'JE o::>cie 31 s-~ hJPhP,M.~ WordStar files should print 
properly. However, if ye,,.:." ~~ y-j',r own font. yo;. muzt. remember to install a hyphen 
at ASCII 31 in the ne.., f cc:. 
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Appendix 4 -- Minimum/Maximum Values 

GENERAL 

characters in a font -- max. i28. 
character size -- max. approximately 1 inch by 1 inch. See section E.3. 
file names -- max. 8 characters in the root plus a 3 character extension and optional 

leading disk designator ( e.g. 'a:a2345678.a23'). 

PFONT 

printing parameters -- see the command and parameter summary appendix. 
text file input line length -- max. 128. 
text file line length after '+SU' substitutions -- max. 256. 
interactive input line length -- max. 128. 
CP /M command line length -- max. 128. 

CFONT 

scale factors -- x1 and y1 should be between -100 and +100 to avoid multiplication 
overflow. 
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Appendix 5 -- Distribution File Descriptons 

<prog>.com 
Efont, or Cfont. 

These are executable programs. <prog> 1s one of Pfont, 

<overlay>.ovl These are the overlay segments for either Pfont or Efont. 
These generally must reside on the CP/M logged in disk or on disk A. (Currently, the 
Efont overlays must reside on the logged disk.) 

<file>.ff This is the conventional file name extension for ~ Ji..,.,l 
(input) text files. The 1ff' extension · is not required or specially recognized by 
any~~ program; it is strictly an informative convention. 

<file>.ffi This is the conventional file name extension for Pfont parameter 
files. For example, 'pfont <letter.ffi myletter.ff' would be useful if 'letter.ffi' 
defined the standard letter format, included a letterhead, etc. 

hershey.chr This is the Hershey character database used by Cfont. If it 
is on the logged in disk or on drive A Cfont will find it automatically, otherwise 
Cfont will ask for the disk and fiJe name specification. The Osborne distribution 
package provides 1hershey.chr1 in two halves, 1hershey.chr' and hershey1.chr1• 

f ancfoni.pro This is the terminal profile file. It is read in each time Pfont 
begins execution and can be changed by the user to configure the program for a 
specific terminal. The contents of the distributed file are as follows: 

printer.type mx80, 
number.of.columns.on.screen 80, 
number .of .rows.on.screen 24, 
backspace.key.input.code 8, 
backspace.output.string 8 32 8; 

The first parameter must be either 'mx80' or 'mx100' and needs to be changed to 
'mxlOO' only if you need line lengths greater than eight inches. The rest of the text 
is just commentary and it is the order of the parameters that is important. The last 
parameter is a list of bytes to be output to the screen to destructively delete the 
previous character (the default is the character sequence: Control-H, SPACE, Control-HJ. 

<foniname>.fon These are the · font files. The 'fon' extension is assumed 
by Pfont if no extension is given to the arguments to the '+fo' parameter. For 
example, '+fo romn12' is equivalent to '+fo romn12.fon'. <fontname> can be further 
refined to the following form: 

<style>{ <face> }<size>{ <supersub>} 

where { < ... >} indicates an optional element. <style> examples are 'romn\ 'sans', 
'olde>, and 'scrp' for Roman, Sans Serif, Old English, and Script respectively. <face> 
is optional and can be 'i' or 'b' for italic and bold. <size> is the size of the font 
in printers points (generally the distance from the bottom of the lower case descenders 
to the top of the upper case letters, but sometimes adjusted for proper overall 
appearance). <supersub> is optional and is either 'p' for superscript or 'b' for subscript. 
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Appendix 6 -- Hershey Character Database 
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Part C -- Creating Fonts 

Part C -- Creating Fonts 

The Hershey character database is a set of characters created by Alan V. 
Hershey for the National Bureau of Standards (Wolcott, NBS Special Publication No. 
424). SoftCraft has adapted the database for use with the Epson printer and Appendix 6 
displays all of these characters. The -Cfont program allows the user to choose 
characters from the Hershey database and map them to ASCII character codes thereby 
constructing a font set for use with the rest of the ~ ~ programs (Pfont 
and Efont). As indicated in previous parts of the manual, a font set contains up to 
128 characters, and usually will contain at least the 95 printing ASCII characters. 

One simple scenario will illustrate the use of Cfont. Suppose you want to 
create a font containing only one character chosen from the Hershey database, say a 
bell character. Hershey character number 380 is a nice bell. Start up Cfont and use 

- the interactive map ping command by typing 'm'. Cfont asks for the 'Starting 
number of font set sequence'. This requests the ASCII code of the charact.er to map 
the bell to. In this example, we will map it to 'B' for bell and therefore type 1661 

as the ASCII code for 'B' (appendix. 8 gives the ASCII codes for all characters). 
Next Cfont asks for the 'Start of matching Hershey sequence'. Here we type 13801 to 
identify the bell character. Next Ofont asks for the 'End of sequence (Hershey 
number)'. Here we accept the default (380) because only one character is to be 
generated for the font set. (We could type a number greater than 380 and then 
Hershey character 381 would be mapped to 'C', 382 to 'D' and so on.) Executing the 
generate command by typing 'g' will cause the bell character to be constructed 
and associated with character 'B' and then Cfont will ask for the name of an output 
font file, call it 'bell.fon' say. The font file thus created can be used with Pfont 
to print the bell character in the middle of any other type of text. That is, if the 
Pfont command line 'Pfont text.ff +fo romn12t'l bell' is executed and the file 'text.ff' 
contains 'The \f1B\f0 rang', it will print as 'The l..l rang'. 

Other Cfont commands are the scale factor command, which allows the 
Hershey characters to be reduced or enlarged, the save mapping command, which 
allows interactively specified mappings to be saved on a file and subsequently loaded 
with the load mapping command, and the print command, which prints Hershey 
characters on the printer at the current scale factor for a preview of what the 
characters will look like when the font set is generated. The print command was 
used to print appendix 6. Some of the characters are truncated in Appendix 6 so that 
they fit on the line, but they can be created in full when generating a font with the 
generate command. All of the commands are described in detail below, and a 
summary of the commands appears in the final appendix. 

C.1 COMMANDS 

The Cfont command interface is exactly the same as that of Efont. All command 
names are single letters and do not need to be followed by a carriage return. 
Immediately upon typing of the command letter the program will prompt the terminal 
for any required parameters. The list of available commands can be obtained by 
typing a question mark in response to the 'Command' prompt. Question mark generally 
~ n2t. provide help when parameters are being requested by the program and the 
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Part C -- Creating Fonts 

standard CP /M line editing characters are in effect. The command descriptions follow. 

m -- Map Enter mappings from the terminal to specify the correspondence 
between the ASCII codes in the font to be generated and the characters in the Hershey 
database. Each font generated by Cfont can contain up to 128 characters 
corresponding to the ASCII codes O through 127. The map command allows a 
correspondence to be made between these ASCII codes and the characters in the Hershey 
database. The introduction to Part C gives a short example using the mapping 
command. After the 'm' is typed the program will prompt for the "Starting number of 
font set sequence", asking for an ASCII number in the font set to be generated .. Next 
Cfont asks for the "Start of - the matching Hershey sequence." This specifies e. 
character number in the Hershey database (the database is listed in Appendix 6). 
Finally, Cfont asks for the "End of sequence (Hershey number)." Another Hershey 
character number is requested to indicate the sequence of characters to be mapped. 
The first Hershey character will be stored in the generated font as the ASCII code 
entered, and if the second Hershey number entered was greater than the first, then 
the next Hershey character stored as the following ASCII code, and so on. For 
example, to create a font with the upper case Old English letters mapped to the 
normal ASCII codes, use the mapping command with the following three inputs: 
(starting ASCII) 65, (starting Hershey) 1457, (ending Hershey) 1482. The mapping 
command can be used many times to specify multiple noncontiguous Hershey sequences. 
The same Hershey character cannot be mapped to more than one ASCII code. Other 
commands useful during the mapping phase are the zap command which removes 
mappings, and the display command which shows the currently specified mappings. 
See the print command for information on space characters in the Hershey 
database. 

I -- Load Load a set of mappings from a file. A mapping specified with 
the map command can be saved to a file with the .save command and 
subsequently loaded with the load command. If necessary, the zap and 
map commands can be used after the / oad command to override some of the 
loaded mappings. Multiple / oad commands are also permitted. 

g -- Generate Generate the font_ After the mappings between ASCII codes 
and Hershey numbers have been specified the font can be generated. Font generation 
can take several minutes for standard-sized fonts. Cfont will look for the file 
'Hershey.chr' on the logged drive and, failing that, on drive A. If it isn't found 
then the terminal will be prompted for the proper 'Hershey.chr' file name. A 
temporary font file is constructed on the logged disk so there must be enough disk 
space on the logged disk to accommodate a font-sized file (approximately 10K for a 12 
point, 95 character font). A period is displayed on the terminal for each character 
as it is constructed during font generation. After all of the characters are 
constructed from the Hershey database the terminal will be prompted for the name of 
the (final) font file. Osborne ~ The 'Hershey.chr' database is larger 
than the capacity of a single disk, so the file has been split into two parts, 
'Hershey.chr' and Hershey1.chr'. When 'HersheyLchr' is on drive A or the logged 
drive then the continuation should happen automatically. If 'Hersheyl.chr' cannot be 
found Cfont will prompt for a file name. At this point a new disk containing 
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'Hersheyl.chr' can be inserted in the nonlogged drive (the logged disk still contains 
· the temporary font file so do not remove that disk). 

1 -- Zap Remove some of the current, previously specified mappings. The 
terminal will be prompted for a range of ASCil:Hershey mappings to be removed. 

p .;.._ Print -Print a range of Hershey characters on the printer. The 
terminal is prompted for a range of Hershey characters and then these characters are 
printed on the printer using final draft mode and the prevailing scale factors. 
Appendix 6 was printed using this command with all Cfont default values. See the 
fllJnerate command for a description of the 1Hershey.chr1 file access 
requirements. Some of the characters in Appendix 6 are space characters, e.g., 50, 
51, and 52. Usually the highest numbered character in a short sequence like this is 
the widest space character and the smallest numbered is the narrowest. The 
mar!Jins command in Efont is generally a more convenient way to precisely 
specify space characters than trying to identify the appropriate space characters in 
the Hershey database. Dependtng upon the prevailing scale factors and baseline 
characters may be clipped at the top or the bottom when they are printed. This is to 
allow printing of a useful number of characters on a page. The characters will _ not 
necessarily be clipped when they are !Jenerated. 

f -- Factors Set the scale factors. The characters in Appendix 6 can be 
scaled up or down (reduced or enlarged) by setting the scale factors. As characters 
are constructed by . the !JBnerate command and the print command the 
horizontal components of the character are multiplied by a fraction, x1/x2. 
Similarly, the vertical components are multiplied by a fraction y1/y2. This command 
allows the user to set each of the values xl, x2, yl, and y2. For comparison, 
Appendix 6 used values of x1=1, x2=1, y=2, y2=1, and generally speaking, the 
vertical fraction should be about twice · that of the horizontal fraction. For 
example, to make characters one and one half times as wide as, but the same height as 
those in Appendix 6 set xl to 3 and x2 to 2 (i.e., there is no floating point 
capability in Efont). The maximum size of a character is one inch wide by a little 
over one inch high and the character should fall in the box described in section E.3 
or else the character will be clipped. See the example in the 6a.sel ine command 
description.· Characters can be mirrored by setting xl and/or y1 to negative values. 

b -- Baseline Set the baseline of the characters to be generated. Any two 
fonts printed on the same line must have been created with the same baseline if the 
bases of the characters are supposed to line up. The default baseline is normally 7, 
but can be modified to more efficiently store a particular font, or to generate a 
specialized, very large font. For example, you could create a very large font (about 
120 points) if it consisted of only upper case letters. After reading section E.3 
you would see that a baseline of -72 might allow creation of such a font. A 120 
point 10 1 (Hershey character 95) appears below in the maximum character box (see 
E.3). This was created with baseline -72, x1=6, x2=1, y1=34, y2=3. 
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(The 1G1 is actually 80 points high, but the size of a font measures from the bottom of 
the descenders to the top of upper case characters, so the 1G1 would be considered to be 
a member of a 120 point font.) 

d -- Display Display the current mappings, the scale factors, and the 
baseline value on the terminal. 

s -- Save Save the current mappmgs to a file so that they can be loaded 
with the / oad command. The terminal will be prompted for a file name and the 
file thus created is a normal ASCII file and can be edited with a text editor if 
desired. 

q -- Quit Exit Cfont. 
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Appendix 7 -- Data File Formats 

There are only two types of data files, the font files and the Hershey character 
database file. 

FONT FILES 

The font files have the following format. 

0-88 

89 
40-41 
42-n 
n+l 
n+2 
n+3 
n+4 
n+S 
n+6 - n-+-15 
n+16 - n+21 

description 

Id string, "Translation by Pacific Software Systems", (a division of 
SofLCraft responsible for font creation). No trailing zero. 
Font file version number. 
Number of uink" data byt.es in the file (see below). Low byte, high byte. 
Commentary text terminated with a zero. Variable length. 
A constant 2. 
A constant 8. 
Top blank points (see section E.2 and the Efont ausin/o command). 
Bottom blank points. 
Number of characters defined in the font, including spaces. 
Reserved but currently unused. 
These six bytes define the height, wid'th, and relative vertical and 
horizontal locations of the first character in the font. Immediately following 
these bytes are six similar bytes for the next character, then six for the 
next, and so on until all characters are defined (byte n+S); The characters 
are arranged in increasing ASCII order. The six bytes are defined as 
follows: 
1 ASCII number. 
2 Box width (left margin + right margin + ink width). 
3 Left margin (the starting location of the ink inside the box). 
4 Ink width. 
5 Ink height in rows (8 points, 24 dots per row). 
6 Row number of ink bottom. The top row is this value plus the ink 

height. Section E.8 describes these parameters. 

HERSHEY EILE 

The Hershey character database has the following format. 

The first two bytes in the file are zero and are not used. Each character in the 
database is defined by a list of plotting directives and is best explained in terms of a 
pen plotter. The first two bytes in the character description are the width bytes and 
are not used by Cfont except for space characters. Each subsequent plotting directive is 
a two-byte entry that is either the coordinate of a new pen location or a special 
indicator. The special indicators are octal value 40000 specifying "pen up11 and 0 
indicating the end of the character. Values other than these are coordinates to move 
the pen to, drawing a line if the pen was down, or just moving if the last value was 
11pen up" (any pen movement implies that the pen is lowered at the end of the movement 
regardless of its state before the move). The coordinates are expressed as 'y da\a' and 
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1Xda\a1 bytes, in that order, and are plotted by Cfont at 'x0001d' and 'Yooord' 

according to the following equations. 

Xcoord=(Xda\a-64 * x1/x2) 
Ycoord=(68-Jdab * yl/y2) 

where x1, x2, y1, and y2 are the scale factors as described in the Cfont /actors 
command. Xcoord should be centered around O for the best possible allowable 

range· of scaling factors, and the margins will be automatically set to 1 (they can be 
changed with Efonti Ycoord equal to zero will be set at the baseline as 
specified by the Cfont /Jaseline command (default value of seven). The above 
equations are modified slightly for character numbers greater than 88. The constant, 
68, in the equation for y coord is as follows: characters O through 88, 68; 89 

through 396, 73; • 397 through 672, 70; 673 on, 73. The left and right margins are 
always set to one except as follows: characters O through 215, 1; 216 through 241, O; 
242 through 1075, 1; 1076 through 1101, O; 1102 on, 1. 
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Appendix 8 - ASCII Conversions· 

char dee oo\ hex char dee oc~ hex 

•c " 0 0 0 • 64 100 40 
tA l I a A e6 tot 41 
t8 I I I 8 &6 tot 41 
tO a a a 0 87 lOS 41 
tD 4 4 4 D ea 104 44 
ti & & & I 69 IOI 41 
tp e e 0 ' 70 106 48 
to 7 7 7 0 71 107 47 
tH • 10 • H 71 110 41 
ti 9 " 9 I 71 lU 49 
tJ 10 II A J 74 Ill 4A 
tK ti ti 8 K 71 Ill 48 
tL II 14 0 L 78 114 40 
tM II I& D M 77 It& 4D 
tN 14 18 I N 78 110 41 
to II 17 ' 0 79 ll7 4P 
tP to ao 10 p ao Ito- IO 
tQ lT II u Q It Ill 11 
tR ta II ti R .. IU H 
tS 19 .., ta s .. tu &a 
tT IO 14 14 r ... 114 &4 
tU II • 1& u a& ... 15 
tV II • 16 V M ate 16 
tW .., 17 17 w 17 127 17 
tX 14 ao ti X .. tao II 
tY • at lt y 19 Ill M 
tZ • II IA z 90 tat &A 
t( 17 aa lB [ 91 taa 68 
t\ .. a4 10 \ 92 114 6(J 

t) 19 a& ID ] N la& &D 

)c 
tt ao ae ti t 94 116 &I ,~ a1 17 ,, 

~ 96 117 &P 
SPAOI at 40 to 98 l◄O 60 

' aa 41 II • 97 141 61 
• a4 41 22 b 91 142 62 
I a& 41 21 C 99 141 ea • 16 44 24 cl 100 1◄4 64 
I 17 41 26 • IOI 14& 66 
I II 46 26 f 102 1◄6 66 

19 ◄7 27 r IOS 147 67 
( 40 60 21 h 104 160 61 
) 41 61 29 i 106 161 69 
• 42 H IA i 106 162 eA 
+ 41 61 28 k 107 161 68 

4◄ &4 20 I IOI 114 60 
◄6 66 2D • 109 16& 6D 
-t6 66 21 " 110 166 61 

I -t7 67 2P 0 Ill 167 6P 
0 -ta 60 ao p 112 160 70 
I 49 61 II q 11a 161 71 
2 60 62 12 r ll4 162 72 
a &I 61 aa • ti& 161 7a .. H 64 .S-t ' 116 IH 7-t 
& 61 66 a& u 117 186 76 
6 &4 &6 S6 ., Ill 166 76 
7 66 67 37 V 119 167 77 

• 66 70 .,. J: 120 170 71 
9 67 71 39 J 121 171 79 

&a 72 .SA I 122 172 TA 
; 69 7a aB { 121 173 78 
< 60 7-t 30 I IH 17-t 70 ,0 • 61 76 30 } 126 176 7D 
> 62 76 IE N 126 176 71 

' 61 77 3P DEL 127 177 7P 
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Appendix 9 -- Parameter and Command Summary 

FORMATTING INDICATORS IN TEXT FILES. 
In ·the indicators below <lint>, <3int>, and <4int> are decimal integers of exactly 1, 3, and 
4 digits, respectively. For example, to print ASCII character code 1, write 1\dOOl1• 

\f<lint> 
\u 
\c 
\r 
\j 
\k 
\b 

Switch to font number <lint> (as specified by .:..Fo). 
St.art or stop (toggle) underlining. 
Center the current line. 
Flush the current line against the right margin. 
Turn on line justification. 
Turn off line justification. 
Break. Don't justify current line. 
Move· to top of next page. 
Move down <4int>/72 inches from the current position. 

\p (fL) 
\v<4int> 
\w<4int> 
\t (ti) 
\h 
\a<4int> 
\i<3int> 

Move to vertical position < 4int> /72 inches from the top of the page. 
Move to next horizontal tab stop (as specified by +TBi 

\s<lint> 
\s# 
\sf 
\d<3int> 

Space horizontally (right) by 1/120 of an inch. 
Tab to horizontal position <4int>/120 inches from t_he left margin. 
Space right <3int>/120 inches from_ the current position 
(<3int> must be between 000 and 255). 
Substitute string number <lint> (as specified by +SU). 
Substitute the current page number. 
Substitute the current file name. 
Print ASCII digit <3int> (in the range 000 to 121i 

EFONT COMMANDS 
l Load a font set for editing or inspection. 
s Save the possibly modified font set. 
p Print a set of expanded characters to the printer. 
e Edit a set of characters by creating a text file of each. 
r Replace a set of characters with their edit file specifications. 
d . Display an expanded character on the terminal screen. 
m Modify the margins for a set of characters. 
t Test the font by printing a string on the printer. 
z Zap (remove) a set of characters from the font set. 
u Move characters up or down when the 1e1 command is used. · 
a Display and modify the auxiliary font information. 
q Quit. 

CFONT COMMANDS 
m Enter mappings from· the font set to the Hershey database interactively. 
l Load a set of mappings from a file. 
g Generate a font set with the current mappings. 
z Zap (remove) previously specified mappings. 
d Display current mappings and scale factors. 
p Print a set of Hershey characters to the printer. 
f Set the scale factors for enlarging or shrinking characters during generation. 
b Set the baseline for moving characters up or down during generation. 
s Save the current mappings to a file. 
q Quit. 
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Appendix 9 -- Parameter and Command Summary 

PFONT PARAMETERS (default values are in square brackets; tX means Control-X) 
FI Names of files to print - List of up to 15 File Names - [<No Value>] 

(use filename 'tty:' for terminal input and 'loop:' to repeat files) 
FO Font file names - List of up to 10 Font File Names - [ <Off>] 
TB Tab stops, explicit or an increment (one argument implies tab increments) 

- List of up to 15 Real Numbers between 0 and 8 - (0: .8) 
RD Rough draft mode - Integer between 0 and 2 (2 is roughest) - [<Off>] 
HL Hear':ng line for top of page - String - [<Off>] 
FL FooLmg line for bottom of page - String - [<Off>] 
SU Strings to substitute for \s indicator - List of up to 10 Strings - [<Off>] 
LM Left margin - A Real Number between 0 and 8 - [1] 
NF No header or footer text on fist page - No Argument - [<Off>] 
SP Spacing between lines - A Real Number between 0 and 150 - (.045] 
TM Top margin between page top and text 

- A Real Number between 0 and 150 - [.75] 
BM Bottom margin between text and page bottom 

- A Real Number between 0 and 150 - (.75] 
HM Heading margin between page top and header 

- A Real Number between 0 and 150 - [.25] 
FM Footing margin between footer and page bottom 

- A Real Number between 0 and 150 - (.25]. 
PL Total page (paper) length - A Real Number between 0 and 150 - (11] 
LW Line width from left margin - A Real Number between 0 and 8 - (6.5] 
PP Pause between pages for insertion of paper - No Argument - [<Off>] 
SD Display on screen instead of printing - No Argument - [<Off>] 
EP Use Epson fonts - No Argument - [<Off>] ("hardwired" font mapping, i.e., 

\f0 is normal, \fl is compressed, \f2 is expanded, etc.) 
PF Process formfeeds (Control-Vs) - No Argument - [<On>] 
PN Initial page number for \s# - An Integer between 1 and 9999 - [1] 
FP First page to begin printing - An Integer between 1 and 9999 - [<Off>] 
LP Last page to print - An Integer between 1 and 9999 - [<Off>] 
CF Concatenate files without page break - No Argument - [<On>] 
CI Command indicator - String - ["\"] 
IS Initialization string inserted at the beginning of each file - String - [<Off>] 
PG Enable vertical margins, pagination, headers, etc. - No Argument - [<On>] 
SPECIAL CHARACTERS 
? help (help is available at all levels of Pfont interaction) 
& display all of the current values 
< process a file containing parameter specifications 
<carriage return> end a list or start !Printing 
tV print a general help file to the screen 
tC quit 
tU line delete 
BS (lH) character delete (this can be changed by editing FancFont.pro) 

PFONT "DURING PRINTINQ'.'. COMMANDS 
tP Abort printing of the current page and go on to the next one. 
fF Abort printing of the current file and go on to the next one. 
tC Abort printing after the current line is finished and quit. 
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